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Abstract  
 
Background: Organisations use and implement enterprise resource planning (ERP) systems with the 
intention to stay competitive or gain a competitive advantage. Yet, many organisations fail at 
implementing ERP systems successfully in terms of exceeding project scope, time and costs, and at 
delivering the expected benefits. Previous research has mainly focused on identifying and ranking 
critical success factors (CSF), whereas the explanation of how to apply these CSFs and what challenges 
occur in applying them has been lacking.  
 
Purpose: The purpose of this thesis is to understand how practitioners with different backgrounds 
perceive the CSFs of an ERP implementation and which challenges occur while applying them.  
 
Method: This study adopted an abductive qualitative research approach, whereby an interview study 
was performed. The empirical data has been gathered through semi-structured interviews, in which our 
from literature derived CSF framework served as basis. Subsequently, the empirical data was analysed 
with regards to the Technological-Organisational-Environmental (TOE) framework. This was followed 
by a cross-perspective analysis and a discussion in which the main findings from the analysis are 
compared to previous research results.  

Conclusion: The findings of this thesis mostly confirm the actual perceived criticality of most of the 
derived CSFs from literature. However, the perspectives and opinions on how to apply them differ with 
regards to certain CSFs between internal and external stakeholders involved in ERP projects. 
Complementary, the major challenges that were mentioned by participants are the lack of a sufficient 
pre-analysis, the lack of resources in terms of skilled personnel, budget and time, and the lack of internal 
as well as external communication and cooperation. Therefore, this thesis contributes to the current 
literature by mostly confirming the justification of conducting research on CSFs and by identifying 
major challenges in applying CSFs which can hinder organisations from successfully implementing an 
ERP system.  
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1. Introduction  

This chapter introduces the background of the study. The background includes information about the 
drivers and barriers of implementing an enterprise resource planning system, the critical success factors 
that are supposed to facilitate a successful implementation and the multiple stakeholders that are mostly 
involved in the projects. Subsequently, we will present our formulated problem statements and explain 
the purpose of the study. This will be followed up by the scope and delimitation. The chapter finishes 
with an outline of the remainder of the thesis.  

1.1.  Drivers and barriers of implementing an enterprise resource planning system 

Information systems (IS) are widely adapted by organisations since they can support an organisation’s 
strategy and operations, e.g. by increasing process efficiency, facilitating information sharing and 
enhancing communication between members of a supply chain (Bowman, 2002). Organisations use and 
implement IS with the intention and expectation to gain improved financial outcomes such as increasing 
sales, decreasing costs and better services that can lead to a competitive advantage, eventually (Kateb et 
al., 2015; Alavi & Leidner, 1999).    

An enterprise resource planning (ERP) system is a form of IS that integrates different processes and 
functions across departments of organisations (Reitsma & Hilletofth, 2018; Umble, Haft, & Umble, 
2003). It provides enhanced coordination and communication through real-time information that can be 
entered, accessed, monitored and manipulated within one system. ERP systems encompass functions 
such as human resources, production planning, warehousing, logistics and finance. Organisations can 
benefit from increased efficiency and effectivity, enhanced decision-making and responsiveness as well 
as standardized workflows (Umble et al., 2003). Therewith, it supports an organisation in staying 
competitive (Reitsma & Hilletofth, 2018).  

Besides the benefits that drive ERP implementation projects, there are certain barriers that go along with 
it. Although individual ERP systems may cause issues referred to the technology itself, most of the 
problems that occur with respect to an ERP system are due to organisational matters and implementation 
failures (Barker & Frolick, 2003). The implementation process of a new IS such as an ERP system is 
complex, resource intensive, and time consuming (Motiwalla & Thompson, 2012; Al-Mashari & Al-
Mudimigh, 2003). Multiple internal and external stakeholders are involved in the implementation 
process as a variety of different actors such as users, project managers, senior management, consultants 
and system vendors (Valente & Rogers, 1995; Ram, Crokindale & Wu, 2013). Every stakeholder has a 
different attitude towards the project, a different perception of critical factors for a successful project 
and faces different challenges. Hence, an ERP consultant may set different priorities than a user or a 
senior manager. These distinctive perceptions and expectations require good communication in order to 
understand each other and to work together on the project.  

Further, implementing an ERP system cannot be treated and communicated as just another Information-
Technology (IT) project. Instead, it affects the entire organisation and requires organisational and 
individual changes (Reitsma & Hilletofth, 2018; Barker & Frolick, 2003). The organisation often needs 
to adapt their processes to the ERP system requirements in order to ensure a minimum level of 
customisation which facilitates future updates and maintenance by the vendor (Loh & Koh, 2004). The 
real benefits of an ERP system are related to standardized and redesigned business processes that include 
major changes in the organisation e.g. with regards to changed roles and responsibilities of employees 
(Pan et al., 2007). The new system and its associated changes create challenges for user adaptation and 
technology acceptance within the organisation (Burns, Turnipseed, & Riggs, 1991). Furthermore, not 
understanding the expectations and the possibilities of the technology as well as insufficient project 
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management often result in ERP projects that exceed project scope, time and costs, and fail to deliver 
the expected benefits (Barker & Frolick, 2003).  

1.2. Critical success factors of implementing an enterprise resource planning system  

The previously mentioned challenges and failures of implementations resulted in a growing number of 
external actors that provide consultancy for implementing organisations. Further, it also led to a growing 
research interest in successful implementations of IS such as ERP systems (Korpelainen, 2011; Nilsen, 
2015). Yet, many organisations fail at implementing ERP systems and hence, are not able to reap the 
expected benefits (Reitsma & Hilletofth, 2018; Ram, Crokindale & Wu, 2013; Liu & Seddon, 2009). 
Therefore, it has been recognized as important to gain a deeper understanding of how and why 
implementations fail or succeed (Nilsen, 2015). Much research in the area of IS implementation has 
focused on identifying determinants for implementation success by using determinant frameworks that 
are based on empirical studies of success factors (Nilsen, 2015; Loh & Koh, 2004; Umble et al., 2003). 
Nilsen (2015) identified a theoretical approach that focuses on understanding determinants such as 
success factors that influence the positive outcome of an implementation process.  

Daniel (1961) is the first scholar that presented the idea of key success factors, this was done in relation 
to the research area of management information systems. Later, the more popular term Critical Success 
Factors (CSF) was introduced in the literature, which replaced the term key success factors (Kiba-Janiak, 
2016). Rockart (1979) defined CSFs as “the limited number of areas in which satisfactory results will 
ensure successful competitive performance for the individual, department, or organisation”. More 
recent, Ram, Crokindale and Wu (2013) mention that CSFs are associated with the success of the 
implementation project which can be measured and examined based on whether project outcomes meet 
the previous set objectives while remaining in planned frame and scope of the project. Identifying critical 
factors of a successful ERP implementation are deemed vital for practitioners such as organisations 
which intend to implement an ERP system in order to define a right implementation strategy and to 
make enhanced decisions (Huang et al., 2004). However, the establishment of CSFs in the literature is 
mostly based on practical-oriented research studies which means that the CSFs are highly subjective 
factors that are perceived as those from different perspectives.  

1.3. Problem  

There is a substantial amount of research on the previously mentioned CSFs in ERP implementation 
that are meant to guide practitioners towards a successful project outcome (Pan et al., 2007). Yet, the 
failure rate of organisations is high. Moreover, 28 percent of respondents of a globally conducted survey 
classified their ERP roll-out as a failure (Panorama consulting solutions, 2018). However, defining 
whether an ERP project failed depends on the criteria on which the project outcome is measured and on 
the perspective from which this is examined. Hence, evaluating whether a project was a failure is 
subjective. However, Lyytinen and Hirschheim (1988) classify implementation failures into four types 
among which one refers to the process failure that is defined by budget and/ or schedule overruns. The 
other three are related to system usage which does not apply for this thesis, as we focus on the actual 
implementation phase. Organisations can depend their evaluation e.g. on user adoption or whether the 
project stayed in the planned scope regarding costs and time (Ram et al., 2013). Bingi, Sharma and 
Godla (1999) mention several cases of failed ERP projects years ago, but the problem is still current. 
One recent example is the failed ERP project of Lidl, a grocery chain in Germany. After seven years of 
implementation and 500 million Euros spent, they eventually cancelled the project of an inventory 
management system implementation provided by SAP, the leading ERP vendor. One major problem 
that occurred refers to the challenge of minimum customisation and the reengineering of processes. Lidl 
did not adapt their processes to the system but tried to adapt the system to their processes, instead (Kolf 
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& Kerkmann, 2018). Although risks are known and success factors are provided, challenges in ERP 
implementation seem hard to overcome for practitioners of organisations that invest valuable resources 
which are often wasted on a failed project, eventually. Hence, high failure rates still appear in face of 
substantial research on CSFs in ERP implementation. Therefore, it justifies further research on the 
challenges of applying the identified CSFs as well as to investigate if they are actively applied and 
perceived useful at all by practitioners. Loonam et al. (2018) provide a list of CSFs derived from current 
literature and emphasize the need to empirically validate their findings on CSFs. 

However, although literature clearly presents CSFs as a key to successful implementation, Häkkinen 
and Hilmola (2008) question the actual usefulness of CSFs. As mentioned previously, defining a 
determinant for a successful project as ‘critical’ goes along with the fact that the project stands and falls 
with this factor. This leads to the assumption that missing to apply one of the CSFs would consequently 
entail a project to fail. Accordingly, Ram et al. (2013) state that the importance of a factor does not 
justify calling it critical. Moreover, their study results even show that two out of four mostly cited CSFs 
are not perceived as critical but just important for the implementation outcome. Hence, practitioners 
may perceive the importance of CSFs differently which calls for further empirical research on this. 
Furthermore, as previously mentioned, the CSFs do not represent an objective guidance and so is the 
perception of a successful or failed project. Gaining insights of which factors are actually deemed critical 
by practitioners with different perspectives, can shed further light on determinants of a successful 
project. Furthermore, knowing more about obstacles of applying them can assist practitioners in 
overcoming these challenges and to identify them as these at an early stage. The insights on the actual 
use of CSFs by practitioners can not only be valuable for other practitioners but also for academics in 
terms of future research directions (Xue et al., 2005).  

Besides, less attention has been paid to gaining a deeper understanding how important different actors, 
that are involved in the implementation process, perceive the identified CSFs in order to assist in 
overcoming the challenges of ERP implementations (Soja, 2009). As the actors have different functional 
backgrounds such as project managers, IT staff, consultants, senior managers and users, every actor may 
have a different perspective on success factors and challenges in the ERP project. The various attitudes 
and priorities of, and the knowledge gaps between the stakeholders can cause collaboration issues that 
can lead to an unsuccessful project (Pan et al., 2007). Since good communication and teamwork are 
essential for a successful implementation, the former can put the project at risk. Gaining insights from 
different perspectives can provide a multiple stakeholder view about success factors that are deemed 
critical by practitioners with different functional backgrounds. Hence, this can contribute to a common 
understanding of the importance of CSFs and which challenges occur for different actors. Moreover, 
understanding the perceptions, motivations and expectations of different internal and external actors can 
support a better relationship and collaboration between stakeholders of the project (Soja, 2009). 

In a nutshell, the gaps in the literature refer to the actual usefulness of CSFs from a multiple stakeholder 
perspective as well as to the challenges that occur with regards to the application of CSFs.  

1.4. Purpose and research questions   

The purpose of this thesis is to understand how practitioners with different backgrounds perceive the 
critical success factors of an ERP implementation and what challenges occur while applying them.  

To fulfil the purpose, we formulate the following research questions to contribute knowledge in the area 
of ERP implementation.  

RQ1: How are the factors that are identified as critical for the ERP project success perceived by multiple 
stakeholders?  
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RQ 2: What are the challenges in applying each of the identified CSFs by practitioners from a multiple 
stakeholder perspective in the implementation phase of an ERP project?  

1.5. Scope and delimitation 

The scope of this thesis is focused specifically on the actual implementation phase of the ERP life cycle 
and thus, does not consider the pre- or post-implementation phase. However, some factors and issues 
appeared that can overlap with other phases. We investigated CSFs in the ERP implementation phase 
using our developed CSF framework. This was done in order to achieve a better understanding of the 
perceptions of the stakeholders regarding CSFs and the challenges that arise in applying these factors. 
We approached this from multiple perspectives, including the ERP consultant, project manager, CEO 
or senior manager, steering committee, vendor and key-user. We provide insights in which CSFs are 
actually perceived as critical, yet not providing any ranking regarding the presumed criticality of certain 
factors.  

1.6. Outline of the thesis  

The remainder of the thesis is structured as follows. Chapter 2 shows the frame of reference, which 
introduces our frameworks of CSFs and challenges of ERP projects derived from literature. These 
frameworks are combined in our proposed research model and provide the scope and aim of this thesis. 
Subsequently, Chapter 3 explains the method used in this thesis. This will be followed up by Chapter 4, 
in which we present our findings and analysis. In Chapter 5, we discuss our findings by comparing it 
with current research and state our contributions to literature. Finally, we conclude in Chapter 6 by 
giving answers to our research questions and providing limitations as well as suggestions for further 
research.  
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2. Theoretical frame of reference  

In this chapter, we provide the theoretical frame for this thesis. The first part introduces the Technology-
Organisation-Environment (TOE) theory which serves as a basis to frame the challenges and CSFs 
identified from literature. The second and third part describe the identified ERP implementation 
challenges and the CSFs, respectively, within the TEO framework. Eventually, the research model, 
which frames the research for this thesis, is presented. 

2.1. The TOE framework  

Tornatzky and Fleischer (1990) describe that the TOE framework proposes a generic set of factors that 
explain and predict the likelihood of innovation or technology adoption. The TOE theory states that the 
implementation of a new technology (e.g. an ERP system) is affected by the three factors of technology, 
organisation and environment (Awa, Ukoha & Emecheta, 2016; Motiei et al., 2015). This framework 
provides a general context to analyse the ERP implementation process and is used in previous recent 
studies to investigate the adoption of IS which shows the timeliness of the model from 1990 (Motiei et 
al., 2015). Awa et al. (2016) provide reasoning for this: the TOE framework is considered as size and 
industry friendly and can provide a holistic insight into e.g. adopting challenges and implementations. 
This provides supports for using the TOE framework to analyse the challenges during the ERP 
implementation process.  

2.2. Challenges in ERP implementation  

Previous literature provides challenges and problems that occur during an ERP implementation and that 
can lead to delays and budget-overruns in the project and hence, lead to failures of implementation. In 
the following section, these challenges are identified and further explained based on the literature and 
the previously mentioned TOE framework.  
 
We conducted a systematic literature review in order to comprehensively identify and consider relevant 
literature on our topic that is unaffected from personal preferences (Easterby-Smith, Thorpe & Jackson, 
2015). This approach required us to base our search for relevant literature on certain pre-defined criteria 
and to document the filtering process, which is shown in Table 2.1. Prior to considering these 
combinations of relevant keywords and variations of synonyms, we conducted a scoping study 
(Saunders, Lewis & Thornhill, 2012). Thereby, we broadly scanned existing studies to get a general idea 
and to select relevant criteria.  
Table 2.1: Article selection for systematic literature review of ERP challenges 

Keywords/ filter selections Results 

ERP* OR Enterprise Resource Planning* OR Enterprise System* 16,041 

challenge* OR barrier* OR obstacle* OR fail* OR issue* OR risk* 522 

implement* 86 

Filtered by articles and reviews 39 

Filtered by ABS-list 19 

Filtered by relevance 15 

 
In order to ensure a high level of quality, we filtered the results by articles and reviews as well as selected 
only articles of journals that are listed in the chartered ABS academic journal guide (2018). This resulted 
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in 19 remaining articles published between 1999 and 2017. However, four articles were excluded from 
the review due to missing relevance. The remaining 15 articles were analysed by content of challenges 
and risk factors that can lead to an implementation failure. This analysed content of the selected articles 
is presented in Appendix 8.3 and provides the basis for the TOE framework, which is shown in Figure 
2.1. Followed up on the systematic literature review, the snowballing search method was used in order 
to understand and describe the mentioned challenges in more detail, whereby we traced citations and 
references based on our initially selected literature. This was conceived the most effective and efficient 
way of finding high-quality information to provide an explanation and overview of each challenge 
factor. The technological, organisational and environmental challenges from our TOE framework will 
be described in the following subsections.  

 
 

Figure 2.1: TOE framework of ERP implementation challenges created by authors based on the literature review 

2.2.1.  Organisational challenges  

Although ERP packages can cause obstacles within the implementation process due to technological 
disadvantages of the software itself, often, the ERP system itself is not the reason for failure. Instead, 
the organisational factors that influence the technology adoption are considered crucial (Barker & 
Frolick, 2003). Chen, Law & Yang (2009) emphasize that the challenges of an ERP system vary between 
implementation phases. While unrealistic objectives and a poorly elaborated project plan are issues that 
are mostly critical in the beginning of the project, the involvement of users, communication between 
involved participants and the external influences that forces change in the project plan become more 
challenging during the actual implementation phase.  

Poor project management that includes unspecific goals, unrealistic deadlines and poorly allocated 
resources are mentioned as reasons for failures in project management that can lead to extensions in 
project scope such as increased costs and project length (Chen et al., 2009; Ehie & Madsen, 2005) Scott 
and Vessey (2002) also mention poor project leadership and unrealistic expectations as further possible 
reasons for failure. Besides, proper knowledge management as well as the lack of required knowledge, 
skills and expertise can be a challenge for the project team during the implementation life-cycle (Kumar, 

Technological challenges
- ERP package selection
- Poor IT infrastructure 
- Data conversion issues
- Over-customisation

Organisational challenges
- Poor project management
- Knowledge gap
- Poor user involvement
- User resistance
- Communication issues
- Changing requirements
- Cultural differences

Environmental challenges
- Lack of external support
- Different interests

ERP implementation challenges
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Maheshwari & Kumar, 2003; Scott & Vessey, 2002; Chen et al., 2009). There is a natural knowledge 
gap between main project stakeholders such as project managers, IT staff, consultants, senior managers 
and end-users. On the one side, there are operational end-users, who know best about their daily micro-
processes but may lack knowledge regarding the new ERP system. On the other side, there are ERP 
experts of the project team who know best about the ERP system but lack knowledge in terms of internal 
business processes. Due to the tacit knowledge that is anchored in employees and their ways of working, 
it is often challenging for project managers to understand the micro-processes in order to adapt them 
properly to the new system (Pan et al., 2007).  

This knowledge gap is not simple to overcome and can be reinforced by a lack of communication 
between all involved stakeholders. Barker & Frolick (2003) conducted a single case study of an ERP 
implementation failure. The lack of sharing project information across departments led to high resistance 
of users who were not willing to contribute to the redesigned and standardized business processes that 
were required by the new system to run smoothly. Insufficient change management including 
involvement of users, training on the new system and information sharing can contribute to the user’s 
resistance to change (Ward, Hemingway & Daniel, 2005; Choi, Chow & Liu, 2013). This resistance 
does not necessarily only hold for the operational end-users but also managers (Motiei et al., 2015).  

Besides, cultural differences can cause organisational implementation problems that lead to user 
resistance as well. Malaurent & Avison (2015) show this with their case study about a French 
organisation that tried to implement an ERP system at their subsidiaries in China. Language barriers 
regarding French consultants and an ERP system that was not available in Chinese, led to 
communication problems. Further, different values in terms of criticism, management and 
communication intensified the cultural challenges. The poor communication led to employees not 
feeling involved in the project and a resistance to accepting the new system. They created workarounds 
which means that users modify their processes, use other systems in parallel or adapt the system in a 
way that it is not meant to be.  

Many of the organisational factors that can put the success of an ERP project at risk lead and contribute 
to user resistance in the end. However, the performance improvements that are associated with an ERP 
implementation are considered as only be reapable if employees accept the new system and make use 
of it in the end (Motiei et al., 2015; Barker & Frolick, 2003).  

2.2.2.  Environmental challenges  

An ERP implementation project usually includes not only internal employees of the organisation, but 
also experts from the vendor side as well as IT and ERP consultants (Motiei et al., 2015). This 
involvement of external people goes along with some risks regarding a successful project. Including and 
consulting external support is essential to integrate valuable knowledge about the system and the 
experience of those experts regarding the right implementation techniques and tools (Motiei et al., 2015). 
Hence, a poor participation or even the lack of external support can risk an ERP project (Chen et al., 
2009). However, there is a chance of resistance regarding information sharing as well as the lack of trust 
in consultants’ advices since external experts do not belong to the organisation (Choi et al., 2013; Barker 
& Frolick, 2003). Besides, combining internal and external participants of an ERP project results in 
different attitudes, interests and motivations. Not understanding the other’s reasoning behind the actions 
and interests can hinder efficient and good collaboration between the actors involved (Soja, 2009).  

2.2.3.  Technological challenges  

The careful and thoughtful selection of an ERP package belongs to one of the technology challenges 
that occur in the very beginning of an ERP implementation process. Choosing an inappropriate ERP 
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package can cause a misfit between system functionalities and organisational process (Xue, Liang, 
Boulton & Snyder, 2005) and therewith lead to major problems throughout the project life cycle (Wei 
et al., 2004). Ward et al. (2005) provide a case example in which the organisation did not give much 
thought to the package selection and ended up being surprised by the redesign of business processes that 
were required to run the system smoothly. Hence, a lack of knowledge regarding ERP systems can lead 
to a selection of an ERP package that is not beneficial for the organisation and its users (Chen et al., 
2009). But even if an appropriate ERP package is chosen, inadequate technological possibilities and a 
poor IT infrastructure can hinder to integrate and use the system properly (Ward et al., 2005). Besides, 
if the ERP system is not assumed useful and easy to use, it may not lead to performance improvements 
(Ward et al., 2005).  

Furthermore, Choi et al. (2013) mention that the data conversion from the former to the new system can 
be difficult especially if the data from the legacy system is incorrect and inconsistent. Integrating 
incorrect data to the new system can hinder actual performance improvements using the new system. 
Moreover, since different organisational functions such as Human Resources, finance and logistics have 
different requirements regarding the ERP modules, the integration of these makes the implementation 
complex from the technological perspective (Choi et al., 2013).  

Another major problem that occurs often refers to over-customisation of the ERP system which can lead 
to a failure of the project as the previously mentioned Lidl example shows. If the new ERP system is 
too customised and adapted to the business processes of the organisation, future updates and 
maintenance services of the vendor can cause additional costs and time (Choi et al., 2013). 

2.3. CSFs in ERP implementation 

We conducted a system literature review in order to identify CSFs mentioned in the literature. The 
electronic database Web of Science was used for this. We selected the articles for the systematic 
literature review of CSFs with the selection criteria shown in Table 2.2. Searches in the article titles for 
the keywords “Enterprise Resource Planning,” “ERP,” and “Enterprise Systems”. This yielded 16,041 
articles from various journals. These were further searched in the article titles for the keywords: “CSF’’, 
‘’Critical Success Factor’’, and ‘’Successful’’. This resulted in 179 articles, which is only 1 percent of 
the entire IS literature available in the Web of Science database. Consequently, to retrieve articles 
specifically focused on the implementation process, the last keyword ‘’implementation’’ was added. 
This yielded a total of 95 articles. Subsequently, we further filtered the remaining articles by those that 
are listed in the chartered ABS academic journal guide (2018). This resulted in 18 remaining articles 
that were published between 2002 and 2018. The ABS list check ensured us that the chosen articles are 
of sufficient quality.  

Table 2.2: Article selection for systematic literature review of CSFs 

Keywords/ filter selections Results 

ERP* OR Enterprise Resource Planning* OR Enterprise System* 16,041 

CSF* OR critical success factor* OR successful* 179 

implementation* 95 

Filtered by articles and reviews 43 

Filtered by ABS 18 

Filtered by relevance 13 
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Further, we compiled the articles into a Microsoft Excel database, under the headings of journal name, 
article title, article authors, article date of publication, and article abstract. We analysed the content based 
on CSFs mentioned. However, only 13 of these studies actually outlined specific CSFs. These 13 articles 
are shown in appendix 8.1 and will be used to construct our CSF framework. 

The next step consistent of an analysis of the CSFs mentioned in each of the selected articles. We used 
the coding method in order to identify which CSFs are mentioned in each article. Subsequently, CSFs 
which sounded similar or had a related meaning were put together and categorized as one. For example, 
CSFs such as “Project team composition”, “High skilled competence staff”, and “Project champion” 
were categorized as “Project team”. This resulted in a merge of 31 CSFs into 12 CSFs, which is shown 
in appendix 8.2. The occurrence and frequency of each CSF is shown in Table 2.3 below. 

 

Table 2.3: CSF studies with the occurrence and frequency of 12 identified CSFs 
                                      CSFs        
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1 Loonam et al., 2018  X X X X X X X X X X X X 
2 Reitsma & Hilletofth, 2018 X X X X X X X X X X  X 
3 Saade & Nijher, 2016 X X X X X X X  X    
4 Ram et al., 2013 X X X X X X X X X X X  
5 Dezdar & Ainin, 2011 X     X  X     
6 Koh et al., 2011 X X X X X X X X X    
7 Plant & Willcocks, 2007 X X X X X X X X X X X  
8 Nah & Delgado, 2006 X X X X X X X X X    
9 Sun et al., 2005 X X X X    X     
10 Ho & lin, 2004  X X X X        
11 Loh & Koh, 2004 X X X  X  X  X   X 
12 Umble et al., 2003 X X X X X  X X     
13 Akkermans & van Helden, 2002 X X X X  X    X   
 Count 12 12 12 11 10 9 9 9 8 5 3 3 

 

This led to our CSF framework, which is the base of our literature review and is shown in Table 2.4 on 
the next page. There is interrelatedness between several CSFs, as each CSFs is not an isolated factor for 
itself. For example, communication is both a CSF for itself and part of the change management process.   

Followed up on the systematic literature review, we applied the snowball-method (Saunders et al., 2012), 
whereby we traced citations and references based on our 13 publications selected initially. We noticed 
that this was the most effective and efficient way of finding information to provide an explanation and 
overview of each CSF. We explain the 12 CSFs from our CSF framework on a general level in each 
subsection of Section 3.  
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Table 2.4: CSF framework created by authors based on literature review 

 

# CSF Description 

1
Top 
management 
support

Commitment, support and involvement of top management regarding the ERP project
is critical. Further, it functions as mediator in conflict situations and demonstrates
leadership.

2
Project 
management

Project management defines a clear vision of measurable objectives that justifies the
implementation and associated changes. It establishes a business plan that provides a
guideline including scope, costs, benefits, risks and allocation of resources. Project
managers further controls the progress of the project. 

3 Project team
The project team consists of highly skilled members, including internal staff such as
IT employees, users, project managers and a project champion as well as external
experts such as the ERP vendor and ERP and IT consultants. 

4
Communication 
 & Cooperation

Communication of project importance, expectations and scope across the organisation
and involvement of stakeholders can decrease resistance.  

5
Performance 
measurement

Performance measurements is used to keep track of all occurrences, to measure the
achievements of the milestones and to manage expectations.

6
Training & 
Education

Training and education ensure an effective and correct use of the ERP system and is
provided for users from start of the ERP system implementation on.

7
Change 
management

Proper change management eases the transition to and minimize organisational
resistance of users and managers regarding the new system. Further, there is a
common organisational culture that is pro-active to change, ready to accept new
technology and committed to the ERP implementation project.

8
Business 
process 
reengineering

ERP packages require a certain level of standardized processes in order to function
smoothly. Hence, organisations need to be willing and have the capability of adapting
their business processes and their way of working. 

9
Vendor 
partnership & 
Support

A good partnership between the vendor and the organisation is essential due to the
tools and support (e.g. technical assistance, maintenance, and updates) that is often
provided by the vendor.

10
Use of 
consultancy

Due to their expertise in specific areas of ERP implementation, consultants are
deemed valuable in providing best practices regarding implementations and strategies.

11
ERP package 
& IT 
infrastructure

The organisation selects an ERP package that is align with its re-designed business
processes and that requires a minimum level of customisation. The IT infrastructure
needs to be ready for the new system in terms of IT resources. Data management
ensures correct and consistent data that will be transferred to the new system.

12
Software 
testing

The organisation is advised to test the software extensively to tackle bugs, familiarize
users with the system and hence, to simplify ERP system implementation.

Organisational CSFs

Environmental CSFs

Technological CSFs
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2.3.1.  Organisational CSFs 

In the following, the organisational CSFs that we derived from the literature and that are associated with 
internal stakeholders and activities of the implementing organisation, are described in more detail.  
 

Top management support 

The first and one of the most frequently mentioned derived CSF from literature refers to “top 
management support” (Loonam et al., 2018; Saade & Nijher, 2016). The support of top management 
implies the approval of the project as well as the commitment to it. It is seen crucial that the top-level 
management fully stands in for the organisational resources that need to be allocated and dedicated 
throughout the entire project (Loh & Koh, 2004; Dezdar & Ainin, 2011). Besides assigning human 
resources, dedicating time and money, a highly qualified project champion is deemed important to be 
allocated. Furthermore, a steering committee that supports the project with expertise in ERP, resource 
awareness and a clear goal is considered as a critical part as well (Umble et al., 2003; Nah & Delgado, 
2006). Furthermore, it is important that all members of the organisation and especially the ones involved 
in the project get the impression of being supported and empowered by top management with regards 
to their decisions and actions. This communication of commitment and support is especially critical in 
the beginning of the project (Akkermans & van Helden, 2002; Saade & Nijher, 2016).  

Project management 

The second derived CSF from literature is “project management” (Loonam et al., 2016; Reitsma & 
Hilletofth, 2018). It includes basic and fundamental management activities such as defining clear goals 
and objectives, coordinating and controlling the project and its progress, allocating and organising 
human resources as well as establishing a resource and project plan (Reitsma & Hilletofth, 2018). The 
plan is presumed to provide a roadmap that guides the stakeholders of the project towards reaching the 
defined goal which is consistent with the overall vision of the organisation and its top management. It 
includes the expected duration, costs, risks, benefits and required resources (Loonam et al., 2016). 
Moreover, it encompasses defining of an implementation strategy in terms of number and type of 
modules that will be implemented, the implementation approach as well as the identification of affected 
business processes that will be adapted to the new system (Loh & Koh, 2004). The success of an ERP 
implementation is considered as highly dependent on a well-defined and thoroughly considered 
implementation plan that is realistic and limited in scope and budget. The high responsibility that is born 
by the project manager and leader shows the need for highly-skilled project manager(s) with the ability, 
experience and responsibility to drive the project and to adapt activities and plans to unforeseen events 
throughout the project (Loh & Koh, 2004; Reitsma & Hilletofth, 2018). Besides, a vision is considered 
to define a clear and measurable objective of the ERP project and to provide a reasonable justification 
of its implementation to all members of the organisation (Saade & Nijher, 2016). Associated 
expectations and benefits as well as intended changes in terms of roles, responsibilities and activities of 
employees need to be revealed and communicated throughout the entire organisation (Reitsma & 
Hilletofth, 2018; Loh & Koh, 2004).  
 

Project team 

The third derived CSF from literature refers to “project team” (Loh & Koh, 2004; Plant & Willcocks, 
2007). The ideal project team in the literature is considered to be diverse in terms of skilled people with 
different knowledge backgrounds and experiences that are consulted internally as well as externally 
(Nah & Delgado, 2006). Internal team members incorporate e.g. managers and team leaders from 
different departments that assist in the development of business process and strategy, users that provide 
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knowledge in terms of operational processes, and IT staff that delivers technical expertise. Besides, 
external experts such as consultants and ERP vendor employees are seen as part of the project team in 
order to provide expertise on implementation strategies and techniques as well as to assist in terms of 
maintenance, customisation and user training (Reitsma & Hilletofth, 2018; Saade & Nijher, 2016). The 
establishment of trust between internal employees and external stakeholders is deemed necessary to 
ensure teamwork and information sharing (Nah & Delgado, 2006). Furthermore, the role of a qualified 
and skilled project champion and leader who has been described in the previous CSF of project 
management is identified as part of the project team and critical for project success by many authors 
within this body of literature (Loh & Koh, 2004; Reitsma & Hilletofth, 2018; Loonam et al., 2018; 
Akkermans & van Helden, 2002).  

Communication and cooperation 

The fourth derived CSF from literature is “communication and cooperation” (Saade & Nijher, 2016; 
Ram et al., 2013). Proper communication and cooperation are perceived important in previous studies 
and include the provision of information to all actors involved in the implementation project (Sedera et 
al., 2001). It refers not only to clear communication within a project team but also across departments 
and users to minimize resistance (Loonam et al., 2018; Sommer & Nelson, 2004). It further includes 
communicating the progress and promoting the project’s importance, expectations and scope via 
newsletters and frequent meetings (Sommer & Nelson, 2004; Nah, Islam, & Tan, 2007; Dezdar & Ainin, 
2011). Subsequently, the project team is presumed to consider feedback of involved actors and respond 
to it in order to decrease resistance (Reitsma & Hilletofth, 2018). Besides, external stakeholders such as 
customers and suppliers are expected to be kept updated as well in case of any affection (Dezdar & 
Ainin, 2011).  
 

Change management 

The fifth derived CSF from literature is “change management” (Koh, Gunasekaran, & Goodman, 2011; 
Plant & Willcocks, 2007). Change management in ERP implementation can be described as the 
coordination of a smooth transition process that facilitates system acceptance and minimizes resistance 
to change in the organisation (Al-Mashari and Zairi, 1999). The implementation of an ERP system is 
often accompanied with a change of organisational structure, culture and business processes in order to 
enhance efficiency and to adapt processes to a certain extent to the selected ERP package (Umble et al., 
2003). These changes in business processes affect the daily work, roles and responsibilities of employees 
which can cause uncertainty that fosters resistance to change and to accept the new system (Sommer & 
Nelson, 2004; Reitsma & Hilletofth, 2018). Since the implementation changes the way of working in an 
organisation, the organisational culture is affected as well (Zhang et al., 2003). To what extent this 
applies depends on the match between the ERP package and how the organisation works as well as how 
well this is embedded in and supported by the system (Zhang et al., 2003). As the implementation of an 
ERP system has such a long-term and deep impact on an organisation, it is emphasized to handle it as a 
serious business case and not just an IT-project in order to reap the benefits (Loonam et al., 2018; Umble 
et al., 2003; Reitsma & Hilletofth, 2018). It is recommended to ensure a common organisational culture 
that is pro-active to change and new technology, cooperative in terms of knowledge and information 
sharing as well as learning (Loh & koh, 2004; Koh et al., 2011; Dezdar & Sulaiman, 2009). Open 
communication as well as user involvement are considered to ease the change management process 
(Loonam et al., 2018; Motwani et al., 2002). 
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Performance measurement 

The sixth derived factor that is perceived critical for the success by authors of previous studies refers to 
“performance measurement” (Umble et al., 2003; Saade & Nijher, 2016). An implementation can be 
judged as successful when the ERP meets expectations while not exceeding the planned time and budget 
(Ram et al., 2013). Performance measurement can provide realistic expectations about performance and 
thereby contribute to managing misalignment of expectations between involved actors (Reitsma & 
Hilletofth, 2018). By setting milestones and measuring the current achievements, organisations can track 
their performance and act accordingly (Loh & Koh, 2004). One criterion to measure performance is 
associated with project management that measures costs, quality and progress of completion (Roberts 
& Barrar, 1992). Besides, if measured performance provides evidence of success, this can be used to 
reduce uncertainty among employees and other stakeholders (Rosario, 2000). The request of feedback 
from involved and affected members can also be considered as part of the monitoring process (Loh & 
Koh, 2004).  
 

Training and education 

The seventh derived CSF from literature refers to “training and education” which includes 
communicating tacit and explicit knowledge regarding functions of the ERP system, ideas and concepts 
behind it as well as informing about redesigned business processes (Reitsma & Hilletofth, 2018; Ram 
et al. 2013; Dezsar & Ainin, 2011). Since the implementation of an ERP system changes the way of 
working in an organisation to a certain extent, the provision of user training ensures the efficient and 
correct use of the system in daily operations (Ram et al., 2013; Dowlatshahi, 2005). Eventually, this can 
lead to improved individual performance and user satisfaction which in turn facilitates achieving the 
overall objective of improved organisational performance (Dezsar & Ainin, 2011; Ram et al., 2013). 
Further, user training goes along with two benefits of enhanced problem-solving skills that require less 
external support as well as to active change management through user involvement (Reitsma & 
Hilletofth, 2018). Training and education of users is conceived important to prioritise from the beginning 
of an ERP project (Reitsma & Hilletofth, 2018) and have been mentioned by several authors as a factor 
to increase the likelihood of a successful ERP implementation (Umble et al., 2003; Sun et al., 2005; Nah 
& Delgado, 2006). Moreover, a lack of user training regarding new and adapted business processes that 
change the way of working hinders the implementation process which may result in project failure 
(Loonam et al., 2018; Nah et al., 2003; Dezsar & Ainin, 2011). Volwer (1999) even mention that 10 to 
15 percent of the ERP project budget that is devoted to training and education, contributes to an 80 
percent chance of a successful implementation.  

 

Business process reengineering (BPR) 

The eight derived CSF from literature relates to “BPR” (Nah & Delgado, 2006; Loh & Koh, 2004). BPR 
is meant to support organisations in adapting their business processes to the requirements of an IS 
(Loonam et al., 2018). It includes assessing, analysing and radically changing existing business 
processes in order to enhance them in terms of improved efficiency and to ensure an increased overall 
business performance (Loonam et al., 2018). Since ERP packages often come as standardised off-the-
shelf packages, they require standardised and adapted business processes to run smoothly (Bingi et al., 
1999). A minimum level of system customisation and hence, a higher level of BPR is associated with a 
successful ERP implementation as well as long-term benefits, since less problems are to occur regarding 
maintenance and updates that follow after the implementation (Nah & Delgado, 2006; Loh & Koh, 
2004). However, BRP may increase the complexity and costs associated with the implementation 
process (Nah & Delgado 2006). In order to re-design and adapt business processes successfully, an 
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organisation needs to be aware of the major changes of working and be willing to change and to 
communicate required consequences and actions (Zhang et al., 2003). It is deemed important to 
thoroughly consider possible ERP solutions and to decide on the degree of BPR (Zhan et al., 2003).  

2.3.2. Environmental CSFs 

In the following, we describe the two environmental critical success factors that we derived from 
literature and refer to the support of external stakeholders in more detail.  
 

Vendor partnership and support 

The ninth derived CSF from literature refers to “vendor partnership and support” (Loonam et al., 2018; 
Plant & Willcocks, 2007). Organisations can depend on vendor support due to a lack of technical and 
transformational skills that are required to perform certain activities associated with the ERP 
implementation (Akkermans & van Helden, 2002). Besides technical assistance, the vendor may provide 
user training and tools such as business process modelling tools, templates for industry-specific business 
practices and combined packages of software (Wang et al., 2008; Sommer & Nelson, 2004). However, 
vendor support does not end with the implementation but instead, remains vital throughout the entire 
life-cycle of the ERP system with respect to updates and maintenance (Wang et al., 2008; Sommer & 
Nelson, 2004). Thus, a good fit between the organisation and the vendor is positively associated with a 
successful implementation and system output performance (Janson & Subramanian, 1996; Ram et al., 
2013). Yet, vendor support is not necessarily included in the ERP package and can lead to increased 
costs (Plant and Willcocks, 2007). 
 

Use of consultancy 

The tenth derived CSF from literature is “use of consultancy” (Plant & Willcocks, 2007; Loonam et al., 
2018). The implementation of an ERP system is complex which makes external knowledge necessary 
throughout the implementation process of an ERP system if not existent in-house (Robey et al., 2002). 
Organisations request the external expertise of consultants regarding best practices in implementation 
strategies as well as their specialised knowledge and experience in specific ERP systems, modules or 
industries (Somers & Nelson, 2001; Piturro, 1999). Consultants can be brought in during various stages 
of the implementation process (Somers & Nelson, 2001) and it is recommended by previous studies to 
thoughtful consider and select the most appropriate consultant for the implementation of their ERP 
system (Ram et al., 2013; Loonam et al., 2018; Wang et al., 2008). However, the involvement of external 
consultants can be associated with barriers regarding communication and loss of control which can 
increase the complexity of the project (Somers & Nelson, 2001).  

2.3.3. Technological CSFs 

In the following, CSFs that are associated with technology and have been derived from literature, are 
described in more detail. These refer to the selection of the ERP system, the existing and required IT 
infrastructure of the implementing company as well as to the testing of ERP software once installed.  
 

ERP package and IT infrastructure 

The eleventh derived CSF from literature is “ERP package selection and IT infrastructure” (Reitsma & 
Hilletofth, 2018; Nah & Delgado, 2006). As stated earlier in the section of BPR, ERP software often 
comes as standardised package that requires a certain level of aligned business processes to function 
smoothly (Bingi et al., 1999). The packages differ in terms of modules, business areas and processes, 
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structures and requirements (Umble et al., 2003). As the implementation of an inappropriate ERP 
package is perceived as one of the main causes for implementation failures, the selection of a suitable 
ERP package that enhances and strengthens the organisation’s key activities and competitive 
advantages, becomes a meaningful decision to be made (Umble et al., 2003). Therefore, Umble et al. 
(2003) even provide a guideline for selecting the most suitable ERP package according to business 
processes and requirements of an organisation. Further, as stated earlier, a minimum level of system 
customisation is perceived beneficial for a successful implementation. Hence, the pre-analysis of system 
requirements and selection of the ERP package is considered a decision that requires cross-functional 
interaction and that is recommended to be given sufficient thought (Nah & Delgado, 2006). However, 
since the alignment of ERP system with business processes is assumed crucial, an organisation can also 
decide upon the in-house development of a customised ERP system to achieve maximum fit with its 
needs and requirements. However, this requires the right resources and capabilities (Reitsma & 
Hilletofth, 2018; Umble et al., 2003). Besides, the integration of data from the legacy system to the new 
one calls for the conversion of accurate, correct and consistent data (Koh et al., 2007). Therefore, the 
need for a clean conversion of data is deemed important to be communicated throughout the 
organisation. Moreover, it is recommended through previous literature to prevent employees from 
working parallel in the legacy system and to encourage them of using the new one instead (Umble et al., 
2003).  

Software testing  

The twelfth derived CSF from literature refers to “software testing” (Gargeya & Brady, 2005; Loh & 
Koh, 2004; Loonam et al., 2018). Extensive testing of software can simplify the ERP system 
implementation process as technological issues can be identified and solved (Reitsma & Hilletofth, 
2018). At the same time, different stakeholders such as ERP vendor, consultants, managers and end-
users are involved and especially end-users can get accustomed with the new system and provide 
valuable feedback and user resistance can be reduced (Loh & Koh, 2004; Motiwalla & Thompson, 2012; 
Gargeya & Brady, 2005). Although the pressure of meeting certain deadlines may be high during the 
actual implementation stage, software testing is considered critical (Sherer and Alter, 2004; Gargeya & 
Brady, 2005).   
 

Concluding words to literature review on CSFs 

By reviewing the literature and by grouping the identified CSFs, we already noticed that some CSFs, 
especially within the area of organisational CSFs, are overlapping and linked with each other. Hence, it 
already became clear, that it can be difficult to assess every CSF apart from another.  

2.4. ERP life cycle 

Since the scope of this thesis is limited to the CSFs and challenges that occur in the implementation 
phase, we introduce the ERP life-cycle to contextualise the phase we focused on. The implementation 
of an ERP system is a process that does not just begin with the actual integration and that does not end 
with users operating in it on a daily basis. Instead, the ERP implementation can be viewed as a life-cycle 
of continuous improvement (Nah & Delgado, 2006). The life-cycle can be split into several phases and 
in the literature, different models of implementation phases can be identified. The most commonly cited 
process model in the literature that was selected for this thesis refers to the ERP implementation model 
of Markus and Tanis (2000). They divide the process into four phases of chartering, project, shakedown 
and onward and upward which are presented in Figure 2.2. In the chartering phase, the adopting 
organisation identifies the need and requirements for an ERP system, selects external stakeholders such 
as the ERP vendor as well as consultants, establishes a project team and schedules the project and its 
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objectives. In this early stage, mainly IT experts, upper management and external experts are involved 
(Nah & Delgado, 2006). The project phase that follows refers to the actual roll-out of the system that is 
configured and integrated. Users are trained and data is converted from the legacy system to the new 
one. According to Nah and Delgado (2006), key players in this phase are the project team and manager 
as well as external experts and IT staff. In the third phase, the shakedown phase, the ERP system goes 
live which means that the system is accessible to users to operate in while the IT staff in collaboration 
with operational managers and end-users focus on solving remaining issues and bugs. During the onward 
and upward phase of ERP implementation, the system is supposed to be used on a daily basis while 
maintenance activities and updates are executed to improve the system. In this phase that can be seen as 
the post-implementation phase, the benefits and performance of the system can be evaluated.  
 

 
Figure 2.2: ERP implementation phase model based on Markus & Tanis (2000) and Cooper & Zmud (1990) 
 
Based on Cooper and Zmud (1990), the implementation of an ERP system can be viewed as diffusing 
the technology within the user community of an organisation. Accordingly, they provide the IT 
Implementation Process Model that consists of six steps that explain the process in more detail. 
However, it can be classified into the phases provided by Markus and Tanis (2000) as shown in Figure 
2.2. The first two phases of (1) Initiation and (2) Adoption that refer to (1) a requirement analysis and 
(2) the selection of a certain IT solution, can be classified as the chartering phase. The (3) Adaptation 
phase, that constitutes accessibility of the system to end-users, can be equalised with the project phase. 
Further, (4) Acceptance and (5) Routinisation can be grouped as shakedown phase while (6) Infusion 
refers to improved performance and can be equalised with the onward and upward phase.  
 
Similar to Koh and Loh (2004), we integrate the two models mentioned above into one simple process 
model that consists of three phases, namely pre-implementation, implementation and post-
implementation process and focus on the actual implementation phase in this thesis as most of the 
stakeholders are involved and many activities have to be carried out simultaneously.  

2.5. Research model 

The literature provides some, yet not many, insights about general challenges of implementing an ERP 
system as described in the first section of the literature review. However, much research has been 
focused on factors that decide upon the outcome of an ERP project implementation which are commonly 
referred to as CSFs and were introduced in the second part of the literature review. Since many 
organisations still experience failures in a sense of not meeting the expectations of implementation 
regarding its budget and time frame, there are assumed to be challenges in practice that cannot be tackled 
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by providing and following the list of identified CSFs. Therefore, as already stated in the beginning of 
this thesis, our research focuses on which factors are actual deemed critical, thus decisive, by 
practitioners for the positive outcome and what the challenges of applying these factors are. This is 
represented by the research model in Figure 2.3, which frames our research for this thesis.  
 

 

Figure 2.3: Research model representing the scope and aim of this thesis 

 
On the top, the developed research model shows the implementation phase that our study was focused 
on as well the involved perspectives that were considered. Thereby, it frames our research in terms of 
scope. Further, the core of our research model also represents the core of our study which refers to the 
challenges and CSFs in ERP implementation structured based on the TOE framework. 
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3. Method  

This chapter provides the necessary information of the chosen methods for this thesis and describes the 
research philosophy and approach this study is based on. Further, the research design describes how 
the data was obtained including the sampling strategy and data collection process. Eventually, we 
provide information about how we ensured the quality and ethics within this thesis.  

3.1. Research philosophy  

The chosen research philosophy describes our perception of how knowledge is developed and accepted 
as such (Saunders et al., 2012). It affects how we make sense of the world and which assumptions about 
knowledge generation are accepted from our viewpoint to conduct research (Yin, 2015; Creswell, 2002). 
In the following, we describe our ontological and epistemological assumptions regarding the nature of 
knowledge development and our theoretical perspective with regards to our research (Easterby-Smith et 
al., 2015; Creswell, 2002).  
 
In the process of an ERP implementation, multiple stakeholders such as internal members of the 
implementing organisation as well as external experts are involved. It is presumed that these 
stakeholders have different perspectives on challenges and CSFs in ERP implementation based on their 
functional backgrounds and experience. Externals such as consultants make sense of the world through 
several ERP projects that form their perception on project success and challenges. Internals such as key-
users hold views on CSFs and challenges based on their individual ERP project. Hence, we assume 
multiple meanings from multiple stakeholders that contribute to complexity (Creswell, 2002). Thus, we 
hold an ontological view of subjectivism, which implies that social phenomena are established by 
different perceptions and actions of social actors (Saunders et al., 2009). This viewpoint supports the 
conduction of a qualitative study that includes open-ended questions to understand the meanings and 
stories behind it (Creswell, 2002). 
  
Further, an epistemological position implies to understand how people make sense of their world, what 
their perceptions are and to appreciate their experience upon which they base their meanings (Easterby-
Smith et al., 2015). As already mentioned, we assume the findings to be based on subjective insights of 
the respondents and their individual experience (Creswell, 2002), being socially constructed (Staller, 
2012) and therewith subjective (Saunders et al., 2012). This indicates that there is no single truth about 
challenges and CSFs in ERP implementation in this study. Instead, many truths that depend on the 
viewpoint of the respondents in our study exist which gives reason to hold an epistemological view of 
constructionism (Easterby-Smith et al., 2015).  

3.2. Research approach 

Due to a great variety of variables influencing a successful ERP implementation and due to many 
different actors involved, this topic is complex. Therefore, we applied a qualitative research method 
using open ended questions in order to understand the complexity (Creswell, 2002) and to validate or 
refine our framework we derived from existing literature (Saunders et al., 2012). Easterby-Smith et al. 
(2015) describe qualitative research as a creative process that aims at understanding how respondents 
make sense of their world. The use of a qualitative method enabled us to understand the perception of 
CSFs as well as the challenges that occur by applying CSFs during the implementation from a multiple 
stakeholder perspective.  
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In this study, we applied an abductive research approach (Saunders et al., 2012) by exploring the 
phenomenon of CSFs and challenges in ERP projects. We identified according themes and located them 
into a framework that we derived from existing theory (Saunders et al., 2012). We excluded a deductive 
approach, as this would have not allowed us to generate alternative explanations and to extent existing 
theory (Saunders et al., 2012; Easterby-Smith et al., 2015). Further, neither an inductive approach was 
regarded as the most suitable research approach, since we did not only generate new theory (Easterby-
Smith et al., 2015) but rather modified and extended a framework that incorporates existing theory 
(Saunders et al., 2012). Moreover, we applied an abductive approach, since existing theory about CSFs 
and challenges in ERP projects could already argue for many inferences from data and could further 
help to identify alternative and unexpected insights and themes (Saunders et al., 2012). We used these 
new insights to extent and redefine our existing framework that we established on existing theory 
(Saunders et al., 2012).   

3.3. Research design 

The research design describes and justifies how data is obtained and analysed in this thesis in order to 
provide answers to the formulated research problems or questions (Easterby-Smith et al., 2015). We 
pursued an exploratory study since we wanted to understand the context and background of ‘how’ CSFs 
are perceived and applied as well as ‘why’ this is considered difficult (Saunders et al., 2012). Based on 
the exploratory type of study, we defined a research design that aims to shed new light on the 
phenomenon of CSFs and challenges of ERP implementations (Saunders & Lewis, 2012).  

Since the purpose of this thesis refers to understanding the phenomenon of CSFs in ERP 
implementations from internal and external viewpoints, we conducted an interview study with several 
different stakeholders involved in an ERP project as participants. The qualitative method of conducting 
semi-structured and in-depth interviews is one of the principle ways to pursue research in exploratory 
studies (Saunders et al., 2012). It was perceived most suitable in order to gain in-depth understanding 
of how the participants see the ERP project and why they have these opinions about it. An interview 
study enabled us to capture stories and to gain new insights regarding the perception of CSFs and the 
challenges to apply them (King, 2004). At the same time, applying a semi-structured approach to 
interviews, we ensured to keep the focus on our research topic (Saunders et al., 2012). Further, due to 
complexity of the topic, it was important to comprehend the context and background of participants in 
order to understand their perspectives (Easterby-Smith et al., 2015). As previously mentioned, we 
included several participants with different roles in the project such as internal and external stakeholders 
to gain a holistic view on the topic. The external stakeholders that were approached for interviews were 
independent from the implementing organisations and hence, not involved in their ERP project. This is 
justified with the intention of gaining rather general insights and perceptions of external stakeholders on 
what is deemed critical for a successful project, since they are perceived as ‘experts’ through their 
experience and knowledge. Hence, this approach excludes the research design of a case study, since a 
direct context between most of the participants is missing (Saunders et al., 2012). Therefore, the 
conduction of a qualitative interview study was deemed more suitable for this research. 

3.4. Data sampling  

In order to answer the research questions of this thesis, the most appropriate sample techniques were 
perceived to be a combination of purposive, convenience and snowball sampling techniques which will 
be explained in the following paragraphs.  
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The technique of selecting participants based on certain criteria, our judgement and research objectives 
refers to purposive sampling (Easterby-Smith et al., 2015; Saunders et al., 2012; Flick, 2014). We 
differentiate two main perspectives of stakeholders involved in the ERP project, namely external and 
internal stakeholders, based on which we applied two different purposive sampling strategies. External 
stakeholders such as ERP consultants and vendors were presumed as similar members of one subgroup, 
which justifies a homogeneous purposive sampling strategy (Saunders et al., 2012). The external 
stakeholders were perceived as similar to each other due to their common task of providing ERP 
expertise and support in ERP projects. This allows an in-depth investigation on how CSFs are perceived 
by similar members of the subgroup (Saunders et al., 2012). For the selection of the sample containing 
external stakeholders, the participants had to fulfil the criteria of being directly or indirectly involved in 
the implementation of ERP projects in the role of ERP consultant or vendor. A web search was 
conducted in order to identify ERP consultancy firms and vendors in Sweden, Germany and The 
Netherlands due to the previously mentioned convenience and interview quality reasons. Apart from 
contacting potential participants via e-mail as an internet-mediated type of access (Saunders et al., 2012), 
we identified and contacted further potential participants of the subgroup via the online service of 
Linked-In in. This represents an intranet-mediated type of access (Saunders et al., 2012), since we used 
the intranet of Linked-In that eased the way to directly get in contact with specific persons of interest.   

Employees of the adopting company that have different internal roles and responsibilities in the ERP 
project represent the internal stakeholders. For the sample selection of these, a heterogenous purposive 
sampling strategy was chosen to collect data focused on our two key themes which refer to the perception 
of CSFs and challenges in ERP projects (Saunders et al., 2012). The selected samples of internal 
stakeholders had to fulfil the criteria of having actively been involved in the implementation of an ERP 
system within the last ten years or to be still currently involved. Since ERP implementation projects can 
take several years, the time frame of ten years was deemed appropriate. The sample strategy has a 
heterogeneous focus since the companies were different in terms of company size, ERP system, country, 
industry and duration of the project and the participants of those companies were also different in terms 
of their roles in the project.  In heterogeneous purposive samples, any patterns that occur are interest for 
the study (Saunders et al., 2012). Using this strategy was justified and intended to find patterns in these 
samples that could provide a certain level of generalisability of challenges that occur during an ERP 
implementation. Further, taking a heterogeneous focus selecting the samples also refers to the purpose 
of this thesis to investigate the perception of CSFs from a multiple-stakeholder perspective.  

Besides the purposeful sample selection, participants were identified and contacted based on 
accessibility and availability which refers to a convenience sampling strategy (Eatserby-Smith et al., 
2015). Existing contacts can facilitate access to data and be applied for small but purposefully selected 
group of participants (Saunders et al., 2012). Hence, we used personal contacts such as former 
colleagues, friends and family members that fulfilled the criteria of providing purposeful and valuable 
data (Saunders et al., 2012). However, this also entails that it is prone to bias and shows very low 
representation of the population (Saunders et al., 2012). In order to ensure a high quality of interview 
data by conducting face-to-face interviews (Easterby-Smith et al., 2015), potential participants were 
mainly sought and contacted in Sweden. Besides, the sample selection also encompassed The 
Netherlands and Germany due to the Dutch and German nationality of the researchers which facilitated 
the process of identification and contacting. Further, conducting interviews in the native language of 
participants was expected to add value to the quality of the collected data in terms of more details and 
in-depth stories (Easterby-Smith et al., 2015).  
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In addition to these two sampling strategies, the snowball sampling strategy was applied. This is often 
used when it is difficult to identify purposeful samples (Saunders et al., 2012). The implementation of 
an ERP system is an internal project that is not necessarily openly communicated by companies. 
Therefore, we sought to gain access to more internal stakeholders that were identified through 
participants of the selected companies in order to ensure a higher validity of data and to get more insights 
from different internal stakeholders. 

3.5. Data collection 

Gaining access to stakeholders of ERP implementations such as ERP consultants can be facilitated under 
certain circumstances (Easterby-Smith et al., 2015). For instance, the resources that were requested from 
the participants were only limited to their time as we often travelled to the offices of the interviewees to 
conduct face-to-face interviews. Furthermore, the topic of CSFs is not politically sensitive which 
facilitates the respondents to share honest thoughts. However, since successful ERP projects are 
important for the reputation of ERP consultants, they were expected to share knowledge about success 
factors rather than problems and challenges that occur. This appears to be reasonable considering their 
position as the stakeholder that is expected to know about best-practices due to their experience and 
skills. Nevertheless, gaining access to external insights was further facilitated by the relevance CSFs for 
ERP consultants, as insights regarding CSFs can benefit the consultancy firm.  

As explained previously, we collected qualitative data retrieved from interviews to answer our research 
questions, since we considered this the most suitable way to understand the complexity (Belk, 2007). 
Since face-to-face interviews are seen as the most effective way of communication that can avoid 
misunderstandings through body language and eye-contact (Oltmann, 2016), we conducted interviews 
to a great extent on a face-to-face basis. We accepted the travel costs and time to conduct interviews in 
different regions of Sweden as well as in Germany and The Netherlands, not only to show interest and 
effort to the participants but also to ensure high quality of data collected from interviews. Concerning 
interviews with companies that represented the internal stakeholder view, short pre-interviews were 
conducted e.g. via telephone in order to ensure that the participants fulfilled the criteria. However, a few 
interviews had to be conducted remotely via Skype or telephone due to convenience and flexibility 
reasons. Additionally, one response from a participant refers to primary textual data (Easterby-Smith et 
al., 2015). Here, thoughts about the CSFs with regards to our interview guideline were written out and 
proved to be valuable and purposeful due to a detailed answer of questions.  

An overview of conducted interviews is given in Table 3.1. Most of the interviews were held in English 
to avoid the language barrier between participants and the researchers but also between the researchers 
themselves due to different nationalities. However, some interviews with German and Dutch participants 
were held in German or Dutch, respectively. The intention was to benefit from speaking a common 
native language and hence, to gain more details and avoid misunderstandings between participant and 
researcher.  
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Table 3.1: Overview of participants representing external and internal stakeholders 

 

 
The interviews were semi-structured in order to gather detailed information from respondents, structured 
based on the previously established CSF framework (Easterby-Smith et al., 2015). The method of semi-
structured interviews allowed us to not only gain an in-depth understanding of the participant’s 
perspective on the topic, but also to see whether the participant could validate the insights and 
information we retrieved from literature (Easterby-Smith et al., 2015). Thus, the interviews with 
participants were open to enable storytelling, but guided based on the CSF framework ensuring that 
every CSF and the associated challenges were covered. Each interview was introduced with an 
explanation of our research and the purpose of the interview. The CSF framework, that includes the 
previously mentioned 12 derived CSFs from literature and its explanations were provided to the 
participants beforehand in order add to validity and credibility of our study while informing participants 
about our topic (Saunders et al., 2012). Although this might have led to participants agreeing with 

# Stakeholders
Stakeholder 
perspective

Interview 
Date

Type of 
interview

Duration
ERP 

experience
Country

1 ERP 
consultant

Consultancy 06.03.19 Face-to-face 70 min 5 years Switzerland

2 ERP 
consultant

Consultancy 08.03.19 Textual - 5 years Sweden

3 CEO Consultancy 12.03.19 Face-to-face 90 min > 10 years Sweden

4 Sr. project 
manager

Consultancy 20.03.19 Face-to-face 120 min 25 years Sweden

5 CEO
Vendor & 

consultancy
29.03.19 Skype 80 min 6 years

The 
Netherlands

6 Project 
manager

Company A 22.03.19 Face-to-face 70 min 4 years Germany

7 Project leader Company A 23.03.19 Face-to-face 70 min 4 years Germany

8 Key user Company A 23.03.19 Face-to-face 70 min 3 years Germany

9 Department 
project leader

Company B 10.04.19 Skype 60 min 13 years 
The 

Netherlands

10 Sr. project 
manager

Company B 26.04.19 Face-to-face 60 min 8 years
The 

Netherlands

11 Key user Company B 26.04.19 Face-to-face 60 min 8 years
The 

Netherlands

12 CEO & user Company C 14.03.19 Face-to-face 60 min 12 years Sweden

13
Steering 

committee 
member

Company D 17.03.19 Skype 70 min 22 years
The 

Netherlands

880 min
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existing categories of CSFs rather than questioning or extending them, we accepted this risk in order to 
keep the interview guided along the relevant CSFs (Easterby-Smith et al., 2015; Saunders et al., 2012). 
Since the CSFs were the main focus of interest, the interview guideline was formed along these which 
is provided in appendix 8.4 and 5. The guideline defines similar open questions regarding each CSF to 
ensure the comparability of CSFs. The interviews started off with some general questions regarding the 
organisation and the participant’s role, experience and background due to contextualisation of answers. 
The questions about CSFs were similar and followed an order in terms of the perceived criticality, the 
application and challenges of each specific CSF. However, the interview guideline allowed to deviate 
from this order of CSFs, since most of the CSFs were overlapping and interconnected. Hence, in order 
to enable and facilitate storytelling, jumping between different CSFs was accepted and desired. 

3.6. Participants 

In the following, participating companies representing internal stakeholders and their ERP projects are 
introduced shortly. Since participants representing external stakeholders are each from different 
companies, individual participants and their backgrounds are introduced. 

3.6.1.  External stakeholders  

Participant 1 is working as a consultant for an EPR consultancy firm that operates worldwide. The 
organisation does not actively apply the derived CSFs, but there are some factors or guidelines that they 
follow during a project which indirectly refer to the CSFs.  Participant 1 is mainly working on the supply 
chain side and provides ERP consulting and training for around 5 years.   
 
Participant 2 is working as supply chain consultant for an ERP consultancy firm and has around 5 years 
of experience in this field. The consultancy firm is one of the largest IT service and software providers 
in the Nordic region and has customers across the world in both the private and public sector.  
 
Participant 3 is CEO of a young ERP consultancy firm. The firm sees the ERP system they work with 
as a tool to realize the strategies and visions of their customers. Participant 3 has more than 10 years of 
experience with the ERP systems and can thereby be seen as very experienced. The participant has never 
heard of the term CSF but works either directly or indirectly with these factors when implementing an 
ERP system.   
 
Participant 4 is a senior project manager of a consultancy firm. The participant has 25 year of 
experience with ERP systems and worked as project manager on both the supplier and the client side. 
The participant has heard of the term CSF and the company does have a checklist to control the project 
in which the CSFs are indirectly applied. 
 
Participant 5 is the owner of a company that can be described as a combination between both a vendor 
and a consultant. The participant has around 6 years of experience with ERP systems and deems a project 
as a success if customer satisfaction is reached. The participant has heard of the term CSF and applies 
them directly and indirectly. 

3.6.2.  Internal stakeholders  

Organisation A: The organisation represents a German medium-size furniture retailer that at the time of 
this research finds itself in the final stage of the implementation phase. The main drivers of implementing 
the ERP system refer to standardisation, automation and efficiency objectives. The Go-Live date of the 
project has been delayed several times throughout the implementation process due to various challenges 
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that occurred. Respondents of the company represent the project leader, the project manager, and a key 
user. 
 
Organisation B: The organisation represents a large university in The Netherlands. The ERP project 
was perceived as very successful by all participants. Besides, due to the project changed the 
organisational culture positively, the cooperation and communication between departments increased. 
However, all participants mention that it can never be perfect due to the scale and impact of such a large 
ERP project. Respondents of the company represented a department manager, the project manager, and 
a key user.   
 
Organisation C: The organisation trades and manufactures components based on customer requirements 
and customer drawings. The majority of their suppliers and customers are located in Sweden. The ERP 
system is the core of the company’s operations. The implementation of the system was perceived 
successful by the participant. The ERP system was implemented when the company was founded but 
changes and updates in the ERP system are conducted ever since. Participant 12 was in charge of the 
implementation process and has around 12 years of experience with ERP systems.  
 
Organisation D: The organisation is a large company and performs activities related to medical 
research. The main purpose of the ERP system was to register patient-information from projects. 
Participant 13 as the only respondent of this company has 22 years of ERP experience and represents a 
former member of the steering committee during the implementation of the ERP system. The participant 
perceived the project as a total failure, mainly due to dysfunctionality of the new ERP system.  

3.7. Data analysis 

A content analyses was performed in order to analyse the retrieved data from semi-structured interviews. 
We applied this approach, since we were aiming “at drawing systematic inferences from qualitative data 
that have been structured by a set of ideas or concepts” (Easterby-Smith et al., 2015, p. 188). Further, 
this approach was applied, as findings from the directed content analysis provide empirical evidence 
that can be used to either validate and support or refine and extend the existing literature (Hsieh & 
Shannon, 2005). In this thesis, the collected qualitative data was structured and analysed based on the 
idea of our established CSF framework. Hsieh and Shannon (2005) describe three different types of 
approaches to conduct a content analysis: conventional, directed, and summative. The main differences 
between these approaches arise from the origins of the codes, the methods and techniques used for the 
coding process, and the threats to trustworthiness (Hsieh & Shannon, 2005). The application of directed 
content analysis was regarded the most appropriate, since our goal was to validate and extent the 
knowledge related to CSF categories derived from literature (Hsieh & Shannon, 2005). The process of 
data collection and analysis was defined and shaped by a structured process in which initial coding 
categories in form of CSF categories were already influenced by existing literature (Hsieh & Shannon, 
2005). We made use of prior research to identify CSFs, which served as initial coding categories for 
analysing the data retrieved from semi-structured interviews (Potter & Levine-Donnerstein, 1999).  
 
One strategy in direct content analysis refers to immediate coding based on derived categories from 
existing literature (Hsieh & Shannon, 2005). Most of the interviews were given permission from 
participants to be recorded while we were taking notes for the remaining ones. For interviews that we 
conducted in English, we used voice recognition software to transcribe the interviews. This is seen as 
an alternative way of transcribing to reduce time while it still requires accurate checking to ensure the 
same quality of data (Saunders et al., 2012). Subsequently, we checked these transcripts, and cleaned 
the data if necessary (Saunders et al., 2012). We used to write the transcripts as soon as possible after 
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having conducted the interviews, especially for the ones that could not be recorded. In this way, we 
ensured having a fresh memory of what has been said in order to provide complete and quality data 
(Saunders et al., 2012).  
 
The categorisation of data was influenced by our research purpose and questions that focus on the 
perception of CSFs and challenges of applying them (Saunders et al., 2012). Therefore, we first 
categorised our original data into analytical categories of CSFs. The categories were created in a 
spreadsheet and filled with unitized data from our transcripts to purposeful rearrange it according to our 
CSF themes (Flick, 2014; Saunders et al., 2012). On the one hand, these concept-driven categories 
(Saunders et al., 2012) were established in advance through the CSF framework that was created from 
existing theory. On the other hand, data-driven categories (Saunders et al., 2012) were extended through 
collected data that did not match with existing categories. Further, we analysed the quotes that referred 
to challenges associated with the specific category of CSF. We unitised the data of challenges and 
categorised it into analytical categories of challenges (Saunders et al., 2012). Thereby, we analysed the 
data based on CSFs and challenges in order to answer our research questions and to fulfil our research 
purpose (Flick, 2014). We provide an example of our coding process regarding the CSF category of 
change management in Appendix 8.7.  
 
 

 
Figure 3.1: Overview of presentation and structure of findings, data analysis and discussion  

 
The structure of findings, analysis and discussion is shown in Figure 3.1. First, the findings part already 
includes a first-level analysis as the codes of internal and external stakeholders, respectively, were 
summarised and organised (Flick, 2014). We combined the section of empirical findings and first-level 
data analysis by presenting summarised empirical findings, as the pure presentation of interview 
summaries would have been repetitious. By already providing basic similarities and differences among 
participants representing the same stakeholder perspective, we intended to provide a story that still 
includes a clean overview of our findings (Flick, 2014). Subsequently, a cross analysis of empirical 
evidence from both perspectives compares and analyses the striking differences and similarities between 
the external and internal perspective. Eventually, the analysed empirical findings from both perspectives 
were put in contrast with information retrieved from existing literature concerning CSFs. This serves as 
input for discussing the contribution of this study with respect to previous research (Hsieh & Shannon, 
2005). The sections of findings, analysis and discussion are structured based on both the CSF and TOE 
framework that were presented in the frame of reference. 
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3.8. Research quality 

We made use of quality criteria in order to provide trustworthy research and to show warrant for our 
deductions. This study follows a qualitative research design and thereby we applied qualitative quality 
assessment criteria. Guba (1981) proposes four criteria for assessing the trustworthiness of a qualitative 
study: credibility, transferability, dependability, and conformability.    
 
The credibility of this study refers to “true” findings (Lincoln & Guba, 1985). We ensured this by 
studying the ERP implementation process from different perspectives, which were compared in order to 
cross-check data and interpretations. We included participants who are or have been actively involved 
in the implementation process of an ERP system in a small, a medium-size and two large organisations. 
The interviews with these participants were mainly performed in face-to-face setting, which increased 
the quality of the collected data through contextualisation as well as interaction between the interviewee 
and participant. The interviews were semi-structured, but we tried to minimize our influence as 
interviewers as much as possible through guided but open-ended questions. Nevertheless, the answers 
given by participants of this thesis might have been biased through the use of a predefined framework 
as discussed previously. 
 
The transferability of this study is related to which degree the findings of this thesis can be applied to 
other contexts (Lincoln & Guba, 1985). We provide a clear description of our findings and also explain 
in detail and transparent, how these findings were deducted. Besides, we collected data from participants 
who were involved in the implementation of ERP systems in companies of different sizes, industries 
and countries. This diversity together with the amount of data collected from the interviews help to 
generalize some of our findings to a broader setting. However, the sampling strategy referred not only 
to purposive and hence, criteria-based sampling but also to convenience sampling. This make the 
findings and collected data less representative of the population (Saunders et al., 2012).  
 
The dependability of this thesis refers to the replicability of the findings (Lincoln & Guba, 1985). The 
data retrieved from interviews is transcribed and processed using the direct content analysis approach, 
which is done systematically and structured in order to yield valuable and trustworthy results. Thereby, 
we are transparent about the way we processed the data. We included all the relevant data in the analysis 
in order to yield credibility to the results. However, the data was summarised and categorised based on 
our judgement which relates to some level of biased coding.  
 
The confirmability of this thesis depends on the objectivity of this thesis. Hence, the findings depend on 
the subject and conditions of data collection and not on us as authors and our pre-assumptions and biases 
(Lincoln & Guba, 1985). For sampling and data collection, we focused on involving an equivalent level 
of different perspectives of participants. Further, interviews were conducted based on a framework that 
was systematically derived from literature. However, as mentioned previously, interviews were guided 
by a predefined framework which might have influenced the participant’s responses. Nevertheless, this 
framework was developed systematically and was not influenced by our pre-understandings.  

3.9. Research ethics 

Potential ethical issues that may arise during an empirical study must be considered when conducting 
research (Easterby-Smith et al., 2015). First, we introduce the applied ethical consideration with regards 
to the process of data collection. Second, we describe the ethical consideration that were made regarding 
the topic of CSFs and challenges in ERP implementations itself data collection process.  
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3.9.1.  Ethical considerations regarding research conduction 

Although this thesis is conducted within the management and business area of study and represents no 
life-threatening risk for participants, unethical behaviour can still harm them in different ways (Easterby-
Smith et al., 2015). Table 3.2 shows how we ensured meeting the required ethical standard for the 
process of data collection following the 10 principles of Bell and Brynam (2007). The letter of consent 
that was handed to and signed by participants of interviews is provided in Appendix 8.6.  

Table 3.2: Application of key ethical principles in ethics based on Bell & Bryman (2007) 

 
 

# Key principle How the principle is ensured in this thesis

1 Ensuring that no harm comes 
to participants

The nature of this study represents no risk of physical or psychological well-
being of participants. No personal information that could lead to the
identification of participants was released that could lead to economic or social
harm.

2 Respecting the dignity of 
research participants

The dignity of the participants was respected through voluntary participation in
interviews. It was communicated that questions that caused discomfort did not
have to be answered.

3 Ensuring a fully informed 
consent of research participants

An informed consent for participation was provided to every participant prior
to the interview. It ensured privacy, anonymity and confidentiality.

4 Protecting the privacy of 
research participants

This thesis does release any personal information of participants that could
lead to their identification. The interviews were conducted in a formal setting,
often at the offices of participants.

5 Ensuring the confidentiality of 
research data

Collected data was not accessible by third parties since recorded interviews
were saved on an external hard drive. After transcribing the interviews,
recorded data was destroyed to ensure confidentiality.  

7 Avoiding deception about the 
nature or aims of the research

A clear description of our research was provided to every participant by email
and repeated vocally before every interview started

8
Declaration of affiliations, 
funding sources and conflicts 
of interest

The researchers were not affiliated with any participating organisation, this
study was not funded, and no conflicts of interest arouse.

9
Honesty and transparency in 
communicating about the 
research

The background and objectives of this thesis were communicated transparently
to participants prior to data collection and questions were answered honestly.

10
Avoidance of any misleading 
or false reporting of research 
findings

Findings were deducted systematically and transparently. Follow-up questions
during the interview enhance the comprehension of data.

6 Protecting the anonymity of 
individuals or organisations

The names of the participants and organisations were anonymised. Only
general information about job positions and the organisations were collected.
Moreover, when there were responses from participants of the same
organisation, we intentionally avoided relating certain quotes in the analysis
and appendix to certain participants. Otherwise, this would jeopardise the
anonymity of participants, as their colleagues might reason who said it based
on the table of participants which we provide in Chapter 3.5.
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3.9.2. Ethical considerations regarding the research topic 

Researchers need to consider the effect the research can have on e.g. society and stakeholders and how 
results could be used (Flick, 2014). Hence, we made some ethical considerations about our topic and its 
possible effects. The long-sighted aim of this research refers to improving the process of ERP 
implementations and to assist stakeholders in future projects by understanding what is conceived 
important and difficult. Hence, we intend to provide insights that can contribute to reducing the failure 
rate of future ERP projects. Therefore, the nature of our topic is rather related to improvements than to 
affecting anyone negatively. However, since different stakeholders such as internal and external actors 
are considered in this study, actors may blame the other side for certain problems so that findings from 
both sides may affect the image and perception of these actors. Nevertheless, we tried to ensure an equal 
share of participants representing internal and external stakeholders to provide opinions and findings 
from both sides. Further, throughout this study, we emphasised that perceptions regarding important 
factors and challenges are part of the personal and individual experience among participants of this study 
and therefore, cannot be generalised.  
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4. Findings and analysis  

This chapter shows the summarised empirical findings from the conducted interviews. These 
summarised findings are presented for both the internal and external perspective and are based on the 
derived CSF framework as well as the TOE framework (Tornatzky and Fleischer, 1990) that were 
introduced in Chapter 2. For each TOE section, figures summarise the perception of both the internal 
and external stakeholders with regards towards each CSF and the challenges that arise in applying 
them. However, to gain an overview of the relationship between actors in an ERP project, we first give 
an example of the context of involved stakeholders as described by participants. The chapter concludes 
with an analysis by comparing major similarities and differences between the perceptions of internal 
and external stakeholders. 

4.1. Contextualisation of involved stakeholders  

In order to ensure a clear understanding of the context of involved actors during the implementation of 
an ERP system, this section provides a short overview based on insights from interviews, especially 
provided and explained by one of the participating consultants. The number and type of actors involved 
in the project depends on the size, type and setting of the project. However, an example of a relationship 
between different stakeholders usually involved in larger ERP projects derived from collected data is 
shown in Figure 4.1. Depending on the implementing organisation, the selected ERP package and 
consultancy firm, a different number and type of actors as presented in Figure 4.1 may be involved.  
 

 

Figure 4.1: Example of the relationship between involved stakeholders of ERP projects derived from data  

 
On the internal stakeholder side, actors such as key users and team leaders of different departments e.g. 
sales, finance and logistics, whose functions are to be integrated in the ERP system, are involved in the 
project. The participation in the ERP project of these actors and others such as IT staff are coordinated 
and managed by the project management of the implementing organisation. Similar to the setting of the 
internal stakeholder perspective, the external consultancy firm provides consultants that are specialised 
on those functions such as sales and work together with employees of the equivalent functions. These 
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functional teams of consultants can consist of e.g. developers, software engineers and business analysts 
that are coordinated and managed by project management on the consultancy side. The project managers 
on both sides communicate and cooperate with each other as well as with the steering committee that 
monitors the project. However, if sufficient and required resources are available by the implementing 
organisation, the role of the consultants can also be performed in-house. As mentioned, different set-ups 
are possible. Further, top management supports the project with required resources and receives project 
updates from project management and the steering committee. In the collected data, the ERP vendor is 
not actively involved in the implementation phase apart from providing the ERP software. If problems 
occur, the consultants usually communicate with the ERP vendor. However, different positions 
presented in Figure 4.1 can be performed by the same stakeholder. For instance, the ERP vendor can act 
as vendor and consultant at the same time instead of providing consultancy services through official 
external partners.  

4.2. Findings and analysis of internal stakeholders 

In the following, the findings regarding perceptions of internal stakeholders such as top managers, 
project leaders, project managers, key-users and members of the steering committee are presented 
according to the pre-derived list of CSFs. Further, the findings of how the criticality of CSFs is perceived 
by these internal stakeholders includes also how they were applied in practice by the implementing 
organisation as well as which problems and challenges occurred in applying them. The findings are 
presented as an overview in a tree-diagram in the figures below. Their establishment is based on a 
content analysis of quotes from participants which were clustered according to themes of CSFs and 
challenges. As mentioned in our method section, Appendix 8.7 shows an exemplary abstract of how we 
conducted the content analysis.  

4.2.1.  Organisational factors and challenges 

CSF categories Challenges 
 

 
 

 

- Allocation of required resources 
- Handling ERP project as top-priority
- Commitment, support and involvement

Top management support Lack of communicating top-priority 
(2)

Unclear responsibilities (4)

Lack of control (3)

Insufficient resource allocation (1)

Project management

Establishing project and resource plan 
including required resources, responsibilities, 
time frame and scope as well as objectives and 
milestones Unexpected occurrences (3)

Project complexity (2)

Unclear project plan (1)
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Project team and leadership

- Skilled leadership
- Diversified team (internal/ external)
- Motivation and Commitment
- Full-time dedication 

Change of team members (3)

Lack of resources (2)

Unskilled leadership (1)

- Careful communication of ERP project 
information to employees

- Communication between involved 
stakeholders 

- Common use of tools

Communication and cooperation

Lack of interest (1)

No clear communication of benefits (2)

Language barriers (3)

Use of different tools (4)

Misunderstandings (5)

- Clear objectives and milestones
- Measuring progress to conduct 

consequences

Performance measurement
Lack of milestones (1)

Lack of detailed measuring (2)

- Training of end-users necessary but not top-
priority

- Frequent training can enhance efficient 
system use

Training and education

User resistance (1)

Lack of resources (2)

- Company culture open for change

- Communication of benefits

Change management
Resistance to change (2)

Lack of resources (3)

Daily business (4)

Uncertainty (1)
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Figure 4.2: Tree-diagram of organisational factors from internal stakeholder perspective 

 

Top management support 

The support by top management for the ERP project is perceived critical for the success of the 
implementation by all internal stakeholders in order to secure required resources. All participants 
representing the internal stakeholders confirmed the presence of commitment, support and involvement 
of top management in the project to a certain extent. A (1) lack of control of top management on e.g. 
the project leader led in one of the cases to a late recognition of problems that were associated with an 
unskilled project leader. In contrast, in organisation B, one top manager was involved full-time in the 
project team, which worked well. However, a too high level of involvement of upper management in 
the project was presumed as leading to (2) unclear responsibilities, since “the top management inferred 
too much with the project management”. Further, the ERP project was confirmed to have been perceived 
as a top-priority project by the top management. One participant even mentioned that the ERP project 
was stated as a “top priority” in the annual plan. However, “there is a difference between saying that 
this is a top priority project and acting accordingly” as was stated by another participant. It is seen 
crucial that the importance and priority of the project is communicated and supported as such in order 
to justify the dedication of employees and their time resources on the project which goes along with 
possible disregards of other tasks. The project of company A was partly not sufficiently viewed as a top-
priority throughout the entire implementation time since “the company’s business still needs to run 
parallel to the ERP project which is one of many projects of an organisation”. It needs to be 
communicated to affected departments that if an employee is involved in the ERP project, this human 
resource will be lacking time for other tasks. (3) Insufficient communication of project importance 
can lead to priority problems and disregarded tasks.  

“If somebody from the top management requests something to be done, this task is usually 
deemed more important than other tasks from colleagues on a lower hierarchy level 
which may be of equal importance. At the same time, the top management is deemed to 
know about the other important tasks that will be disregarded by following the requested 
one.”   

Allocating sufficient resources in terms of personnel, budget and time through the establishment of a 
project and resource plan is deemed as part of top management support. The (4) lack of sufficient 
resource allocation refers to one of the main problems that occur with regards to top management 
support. If involved employees work mainly full-time on the project, this can lead to “lacking 
engagement with the project due to other tasks that keep the employee busy”. Further, the lack of, 
especially, allocating financial resources for the project once the ERP system installed, can put the actual 
use and therefore the objective of the implementation at risk.  
 

- Pre-analysis of business processes

- Willing to redesign processes

Business Process Reengineering Lack of pre-analysis (1)

High level of system customisation (2)

No system customisation (3)
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Project management 

Project management is mostly seen as a critical factor for a successful implementation by participants 
representing the internal stakeholders. It includes the establishment of a clear project plan, which defines 
required resources that need to be approved and allocated by top management, the assignment of 
responsibilities, time frame and scope of the project as well as setting clear objectives and milestones 
for the project. Organisation A, B and D had a project plan established and a project leader in place. 
However, while organisation D had a clearly established plan which included milestones and required 
resources, company A had a rather (1) unclear project plan that had “no milestones, unclear 
monitoring and measurement, no clear objectives and insufficiently allocated responsibilities” in the 
beginning of the project. Unclear responsibilities can lead to problems in the project when different 
actors try to assign guilt to one another. Further, they emphasized the challenges of defining a clear 
project plan due to (2) project complexity. This is even intensified by (3) unexpected occurrences that 
can happen during the project such as the change of leadership and other roles due to the drop-out of 
employees from the project or the company. Hence, this results in further project delays and an 
adaptation of the project plan. Organisation C, representing a small company, did not focus as much on 
a detailed project plan. Nevertheless, they defined a budget and project leadership was carried out by 
the top management at the same time.  
 
The project management of organisation B cooperated with other universities that were implementing 
the same ERP system. This created a large knowledge base, shared learning benefits, and increased 
(negotiation) power towards the vendor. Besides, decisions were made on a tactical level, which made 
effective communication and cooperation possible with both the strategic level and the operational level. 
As a result, the organisation implemented the ERP system very successfully and for 1/3 of the costs of 
comparable organisations that implemented the same ERP systems.  
 

Project team and leadership 

Skilled project leadership refers to another perceived important part of the project team by participating 
organisations. One participant argued that  

“a skilled and experienced project leader is absolutely essential for the success of the project. 
The project leader should have a good overview of the progress to assess and define priorities, 
knowledge about business processes and the ERP system as well as excellent communication, 
coordination and leadership skills.” 

Further, it was stressed by a participant that the project leader should be the main person in charge with 
according decision-making authority and should communicate with top-management to ensure required 
resources. Associated (1) unskilled leadership refers to a main problem that occurred for organisation 
A in terms of poor project management during which the project was not under control and problems 
were not communicated to the top management. In comparison, organisation B and D had a very skilled 
project leader with relevant consulting experience who led the project and reported to a steering 
committee that monitored the project as an authority between project leadership and top management. 
 
Concerning the medium-sized organisation and the two large organisations, we found out that teams 
were diverse and consisted, apart from the project leader, of members such as key-users from different 
internal departments, IT staff as well as external members such as ERP consultants. One participant 
emphasized that  

“project team members do not necessarily be highly-skilled in order to be part of the project 
team. However, the positions in the project team need to be occupied by highly motivated people 
who are good at the job they are doing”.  
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Participants representing organisation A equally agreed on avoiding the involvement of operational end-
users. This was justified by the objective of preventing any kind of user resistance that could come from 
involving end-users in unfinished processes and functions of the ERP system. However, key-users that 
were supposed to know the business process of their departments were involved in the project which 
was also deemed important by the small organisation C. In contrast, organisation B actively involved 
operational end-users. A problem that occurred and was especially experienced by organisation A, refers 
to the (2) lack of resources in terms of key-users that were not dedicated full-time to the project as 
already mentioned in project management. Furthermore, the frequent (3) change of team members 
delayed the project “since people had to work themselves into the departments and into the project”.  
 

Communication and cooperation 

All participating organisations informed their employees about the new ERP system through meetings 
and e-mails that gave updates regarding the progress. However, participants of organisation B stressed 
that the moment when and the content of the informational that is shared across the organisation is 
critical. Organisation D claimed that some employees experienced a (1) lack of interest so that “only 
the users that took the project serious attended the meeting”. Furthermore, there was (2) no clear 
communication of benefits that the new system would provide over the former one which did not 
contribute to gaining attention for the project. Although organisations were using different 
communication channels to inform each other, one challenge was related to (3) language barriers.  Due 
to involved actors with different working experience and backgrounds it was “important to listen to 
each other”. An associated problem is for instance that 

“the person who has the problem (e.g. the end-user) has to be able to formulate the problem 
clearly, so that the one who applies the changes in the system (e.g. the software consultant) does 
this accordingly as requested”.  

Furthermore, organisation A reported the (4) use of different tools in which bugs and tasks were 
communicated as not ideal for efficient communication. However, the participant stressed that end-users 
who may report a problem when testing the system should not stand in direct communication with 
consultants that fix the problem, since changes may have a larger effect than they think. Additionally, 
organisation A and B learned from officially communicated Go-Live-dates that did not happen 
eventually, that announcements had to be made carefully in order to prevent uncertainty and doubts 
regarding the new ERP system. Besides, it needs to be made clear why the Go-Live-date will be 
extended.  
 
A typical example of lacking communication refers to (5) misunderstandings. Meetings were held 
between involved actors at the organisations to communicate progress, tasks and problems. Here, the 
lack of face-to-face increased the probability of misunderstandings and unaddressed smaller problems 
that could lead to bigger problems, eventually. Especially misunderstandings due to lacking 
communication between internal and external stakeholders were mentioned by participants. One 
instance referred to delays in the project due to consultants who were waiting for inputs of the project 
leader, while the project leader was waiting for the consultants to come forward. Participants of the 
organisation that had no clear initial project plan emphasized the poor communication with external 
stakeholders. This was explained partly by the lack of a thorough pre-analysis of requirements and 
objectives and it was argued that “if the company does not understand its own needs and objectives, 
how are external consultants supposed to understand them?”. The communication between involved 
stakeholder was considered important by all participating organisations in order to ensure a smooth 
implementation process. However, one participant concluded that “communication can never be good 
enough and will never be good enough”. 
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Performance measurement 

Most of the participants confirmed the measurement of performance to a certain extent. The medium-
size and two large organisations split their implementation process into smaller phases of progress such 
as modelling, programming, testing, training and Go-Live. While one organisation pursued a clear plan 
with defined milestones for completing certain phases, the other organisation pursued performance 
measurement “rather by gut-feeling than having a detailed process plan”. Here, the progress was kept 
track of by assessing whether the implementation in certain departments was “finished, satisfying and 
trainable”. However, when the project plan was lacking clearly defined (1) objectives and milestones, 
it was difficult to measure the progress. Even if the progress was split into smaller phases of progress in 
departments, the (2) lack of detailed measuring did “not contribute to a clear project overview for 
project management”. Further, this unclear overview of the progress makes it difficult to conduct 
consequences and certain actions to prevent the project from going the wrong way.  
 
The participant from a small organisation did not perceive performance measurement as critical due to 
the size of the company and the project. However, it was argued that with the growth of the company 
and hence, the required growth and adaptation of the ERP system, it became less easy to have an 
overview on time frame and budget. The participants from other organisations emphasised the criticality 
of performance measurement for the implementation success on available resources and the level of a 
pre-defined project plan.  

“If the business plan and project schedule is rather unclearly defined and project management 
works rather poorly, performance measurement is critical to take action in areas in which the 
progress is not as planned or slow”. 

Another participant stated that clear objectives and performance measurement were important to know 
about the progress and to identify problems. However, the importance of this factor was deemed 
dependent on the resources that were available for the project: “If the objectives are clear and a lot of 
resources in terms of money and time are available, more resources can be spent, and performance 
measurement is less important.”  
 

Training and education  

Most of the participants from the internal perspective did not deem the factor of training and education 
critical for the success of the ERP implementation. A participant representing a small organisation made 
the criticality of user training dependent on the size of the organisation. However, the frequent internal 
and external training of end-users after the implementation was perceived as very effective in terms of 
improved system efficiency and “to get more out of the system” once installed. Participants of the 
medium-size organisation confirmed the view of training and education being rather not critical for the 
implementation success. Instead, it was seen as important but favourably as a “necessary evil than as a 
high priority”. In contrast, organisation B presumed the training of key-users as very critical. Thereby 
they made training compulsory for key-users and even handed out certificates for it. Each training was 
given by both a key-user (with practical knowledge) and a functional owner (with technical knowledge), 
who followed up on forehand generic trainings given by consultants. In organisation A, the early 
involvement of end-users in the implementation phase was deemed as ineffective since “the early 
involvement of end-users can lead to higher user resistance due to confusion through an unfinished 
project” which could lead to end-users losing trust in the system. This (1) user resistance towards the 
new system could therefore stem from the missing transfer abilities of end-users in terms of imagining 
the entire picture of the new system despite unfinished functions. Thus, the training of end-users was 
only considered as soon as the system ran and functioned smoothly. Further, the training was organised 
based on the principle of “train the trainer”. Hence, knowledge was transferred from the project core to 
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team leaders who in turn transferred it to end-users. Therefore, “key users had quite high responsibilities 
in the project next to their daily business.” This again refers to a (2) lack of resources with regards to 
time of involved employees and can lead to disregarded tasks. The missing overall budget for training 
at organisation D also relates to this problem as each department had to allocate their departmental 
resources for training. As a result, not every employee was trained on the system which led to employees 
not knowing how to use it which, in turn, created a high level of user resistance eventually.  
 

Change management 

Similar to the previous factor of training and education, change management was not deemed critical 
for the actual implementation success of an ERP system by most of the participating internal 
stakeholders. However, participants of organisation B conceived change management as critical, there 
was even someone appointed to manage the change (on a full-time base). Moreover, by some 
participants, it was considered more important for the post-implementation phase in which the system 
is actively used. However, most of the participants stated that members of the organisation were kept 
updated on the project to different extents via E-Mails and open meetings. Nevertheless, some 
participants stated that no active change management was applied. A rather top-down culture was 
described in which changes and decisions were communicated to employees to accept it. One argument 
of not involving the end-user and pursuing a top-down approach referred to the (1) uncertainty that 
aroused e.g. through external consultants that showed unfinished or even wrong results to employees 
which was further tried to be prevented by a higher level of control. However, it was emphasized that 
current questions of employees regarding the ERP project should be answered as good and honest as 
possible in order to prevent uncertainty. Others mentioned meetings during which employees were 
informed about the new system and problems and questions were addressed. Nevertheless, uncertainty 
aroused through unclear communication regarding the consequences and duration of the ERP project. 
A participant emphasized that “it has to be made clear to end-user that this improvement that is expected 
to come with the ERP system does not happen overnight and takes time”. Nevertheless, it became clear 
during data collection that one organisation had a company culture that was open to change, and 
participants had the impression that most of the employees were looking forward to the new ERP system 
as “the legacy system seems obsolete through further growth of the company”. It was further stated that 
“especially team-leaders who know about the benefits of the new system, are very open for it.” However, 
one mainly mentioned challenge in change management refers to the (2) resistance to change. Since 
expectations in terms of standardisation and optimisation go along with the ERP implementation, it 
“creates some kind of fear regarding job existence and change of roles and responsibilities.” Moreover, 
there were employees “that were not aware about how bad the legacy was and which improvements the 
new system could offer”. Further, some employees were struggling with the legacy system and were 
hence afraid of the new one. Here, it was emphasized that the new opportunities, roles and positions that 
come with business growth are communicated. However, one participant of another organisation even 
mentioned that it was still difficult to accept new modules that come with software updates.  
 
But not only the fear of the unknown led to resistance of change. One organisation faced user resistance 
due to technical problems and communicated functionalities of the new system that were not as promised 
in the end. Further, the (3) lack of resources in terms of budget for licenses, operational costs and 
training forced departments to create workarounds, so that many employees were still using “the old 
system illegally”. Another stated challenge by a participant refers to the (4) daily business that makes 
the management of the ERP project difficult to handle as a first-priority project over years while the 
normal business keeps running and other problems have to be dealt with. It was stated that the 
implementation of an ERP project was like “running around the lake while performing a heart surgery”. 
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Business process reengineering 

Most of the participants representing the internal stakeholders agreed on the criticality of renewing 
business processes and emphasized that an organisation implementing an ERP system “should be 
willing to give up everything current” and rethink its business processes. Further, “every business 
process has to be questioned regarding its existence and necessity” and that answers like “it has always 
been like this” should not be accepted. However, it was mentioned that a certain level of BPR goes along 
with an ERP implementation anyhow, since “processes are expected to be improved in terms of 
standardization, efficiency and effectiveness” and “most of the companies that implement an ERP 
system do not pursue this to keep their business processes as they are”. It was stressed that this redesign 
of business processes was important to be conducted before the ERP was chosen. The (1) lack of a pre-
analysis and redesign of business processes before the selection of an ERP package could lead to 
problems. For instance, one organisation had processes designed and developed by consultants and had 
to spend money and time to remove it again later on as it was an unnecessary process. Therefore, the 
organisation wasted resources and delayed the project due to the lack of mapped processes and defined 
requirements. Further, processes were analysed and mapped after the ERP package was selected. Tools 
were developed and integrated that had to be removed eventually when assessed as unnecessary. It was 
stated that  

“you cannot put too much effort into the analysis of your processes and requirements in the pre-
implementation phase. This reduces many problems that would occur in the implementation 
phase.”  

Further, processes that did not match with the system forced the organisation to conduct a (2) high level 
of customisation on the ERP system. Participants agreed on a minimum level of customisation and 
stated that system customisation was only recommended for processes that were very important and 
could not be standardised. One participant regretted the high level of customisation and emphasised that 
this required not only resources in terms of high costs and time, but also caused a high dependency on 
the consultants who developed the customised modules. However, although participants recommended 
to “really spend time on considering whether you really need to adapt the system” and to keep it on a 
minimum level, they admitted that both, the system and business processes need to be adapted to a 
certain extent. For instance, the organisation that bought a standardised ERP package also faced 
problems due to (3) no customisation of the ERP system. A high level of process adaptation was 
required as data tools needed to be modified which resulted in more required a lot of work and time.  
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4.2.2.  Environmental factors and challenges 

CSF categories Challenges 

 

 
 

 
 

Figure 4.3: Tree-diagram of environmental factors from internal stakeholder perspective 

 

Vendor support and partnership  

Most of the participants had no direct contact with the vendor of their chosen ERP package except 
regarding license issues. Instead, they were in contact with official consultant partners of ERP vendors 
that offered support and consultant services such as the development and design of customised modules. 
Hence, the vendor support and partnership were not perceived as critical or important for the 
implementation process by most of the participants. However, in organisation B was an employee of the 
vendor on a full-time base involved in the project team during the implementation of the ERP system. 
Moreover, it is possible that ERP vendors offer their own consultancy services. Hence, the vendor 
represents two external stakeholders at the same time and becomes the direct contact for the 
implementing organisation. Therefore, this support and relationship were deemed critical by one 
participant of this setting. The (1) lack of a clear concept presentation of the ERP system and its 
functionalities by the vendor was perceived as a problem that led to unfulfilled expectations. 
Furthermore, a high level of frustration among internal stakeholders arouse due to the (2) lack of 
knowledge of the vendor when contacted with technical problems that could not be solved by them 
either. The combination of a system that was not working as promoted and “did not have the 
functionalities they said it would have” as well as the missing skills regarding sufficient support 
contributed to a higher level of user resistance among employees, eventually.  
 

Lack of clear concept presentation (1)

Lack of technical support (2)

Vendor partnership & Support 

- Mostly not involved due to official
consultancy partners

- Contacted for licenses issues
- Can offer own consultancy service

- Use of system and function expertise
- If resources and capabilities available, can 

be performed inhouse

Use of consultants

Lack internal responsibility (5)

Lack of pre-analysis (4)

Communication gap (3)

Different interests (2)

Lack of desired support and skills (1)
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Use of consultants 

All of the participating internal stakeholders confirmed the use of consultancy services and support. 
Their services were requested e.g. for the customisation and integration of modules to “make the 
modules speak to each other” and for establishing a required IT infrastructure. A participant emphasized 
the required system expertise since “you need somebody who knows the system by heart and every 
detail of it”. Further, their expertise with regards to specific functions such as finance was seen as 
“indispensable” in order to stay within law and regulations. However, most of the participants criticised 
a (1) lack of desired support and skills by hired consultants. One organisation stopped the cooperation 
with certain consultants while another changed the consultancy firm, since they were not satisfied with 
their support, skills and engagement. One participant was missing the full support of consultants for the 
long-run of the project while devoting a high level of responsibility of the project to external consultants. 
Another organisation mentioned the lack of proactive engagement of consultants as they were expected 
to be “highly skilled and [to] share best practices from experiences proactively with their customer”. 
Furthermore, one participant emphasized the (2) different interests of internal stakeholders and external 
consultants as an influencing factor to cooperation. It was stated that  

“they want to keep the implementation phase alive and as long as they make the customer happy 
with showing progress and conducting workshops, they send their invoices, and everyone seems 
happy.” 

Several participants argued that while “experts” on the system and its functionalities were deemed 
critical for the project, if resources, skills and capabilities were available, this could be done in-house as 
well. Although a need of “highly skilled people especially in the IT area” would be required, one 
participant mentioned the possibilities and benefits this could provide e.g. with regards to closing “the 
(3) communication gap that exists between internal and external project members”. For one 
organisation, the issue of communication aroused through e.g. “misunderstandings [that] occurred 
especially in terms of converting the mapped and explained processes from the company into 
programmed processes in the ERP system “. Meetings were held during which processes were explained 
and captured in meeting minutes which were used by their consultants to base their design and 
development on. This caused poor results and discussions about assignment of guilt. However, the poor 
communication was regarded by respective internal stakeholders not only as a consequence of the 
frequent change of involved employees on the internal side but mainly due to the (4) lack of sufficient 
pre-analysis of needs and business processes. As one participant stated,  

“the work results of consultants can only be as good as the quality of the input they 
receive from the customer”. 

Subsequently, the respective organisation caught up with conducting thoroughly mapping of business 
processes to prevent misunderstandings between internal and external stakeholders. Nevertheless, the 
consultants were considered critical for transferring the mapped processes into developed and designed 
modules of the system. It was realised that the main responsibility of the project was borne by the internal 
organisation which had to “provide clear requirements and requests to consultants”. This first (5) lack 
of internal responsibility that was devoted to consultants was admitted by several participants as a 
main failure in the project.  
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4.2.3.  Technological factors and challenges 

CSF categories Challenges 

 

 

 
Figure 4.4: Tree-diagram of technological factors from internal stakeholder perspective 

 

ERP package and IT infrastructure 

While one organisation selected the ERP package based on good experience by the CEO, another 
participating organisation established a list of requirements and a budget plan for selecting the most 
fitting ERP system. ERP vendors were contacted to present their system and an offer upon which the 
decision was based. One organisation was (1) lacking a requirement analysis and did not map their 
business processes. However, as a learning experience, participants of the organisation agreed that “most 
of the effort that is put into the project should be focused on a very good pre-analysis of requirements 
and objectives”. Hence, as a better selection process, it was recommended to include the following steps: 
first, the serious consideration of required functionalities. Second, the request of information about the 
ERP system and third, the selection based on whether the offered ERP package can serve the needs 
specified by the company and whether the consultants are able to apply it. However, one participant 
stated that the true compatibility of the chosen ERP system could only be assessed when implementing 
it. (2) Incompatibility of the ERP system with business processes and tools refers to a problem that 
occurred in one of the participating organisations. Hence, many data files had to be modified which 
resulted in several departments keeping using their legacy system. Another organisation selected a 
flexible ERP system as they had special business processes that could not be standardised. However, 
they were surprised by how many modifications they had to make. One organisation had difficulties in 
the data conversion and with the legacy IT infrastructure. However, they stated that the later will 
probably occur no matter the ERP system of choice. In the end, the pre-analysis of business processes, 
requirements and goals was seen as a critical, if not the most critical, factor of a successful ERP 
implementation.  
 

Software testing 

All participants agreed that software testing is necessary to find bugs and problems, and to solve them 
before going live. However, a participant of a small organisation argued that it was probably less 
important to test the software in a small company than it was for a larger one due to the rather small 
impact of bugs. They had a test administration that tested the compatibility and functionality of new 

ERP package & IT infrastructure

Lack of requirement analysis (1)

Incompatibility (2)

Selection process:
- Requirements analysis
- Market scan
- Approaching ERP vendors and consultants
- Decision based on fit

Software testing

No challenges mentioned
- Identifying and solving bugs and other 

issues
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modules. The large organisation had several test phases and started with two pilot departments in. which 
the test results were not satisfying. In another organisation, the ERP was to be implemented with a big 
bang approach. Key users were responsible for testing and end-users were involved also as part of 
training to ensure the understanding of using the new system. While consultants were involved in testing 
single modules and functions, the organisation was deemed responsible to test the compatibility of 
modules and the overall alignment and functioning. In another organisation was the so called “OTAP” 
approach used, which refers to development, test, acceptation and production environment. This was 
considered as a very efficient method. There were no challenges mentioned referring to the software 
testing itself.  

4.3. Findings and analysis of external stakeholders 

In the following, the findings regarding perceptions of external stakeholders such as consultants with 
different roles in the project and ERP vendors are presented according to the pre-derived list of CSFs. 
Further, the findings of how the criticality of CSFs is perceived by these external stakeholders includes 
also how they are recommended to be applied in practice as well as which problems and challenges 
occur in applying them. The findings are presented as an overview in a tree-diagram below whose 
establishment is based on a content analysis of quotes from participants which were clustered according 
to themes of CSFs and challenges.  

4.3.1.  Organisational factors and challenges 

CSF categories Challenges 

 

 
 

 

 
 

 

Project team and leadership

- Skilled leadership
- Diversified team (internal/ external)
- Motivation and Commitment
- Full-time dedication 

Change of team members (3)

Lack of resources (2)

Unskilled leadership (1)

- Scope & business requirement document
- Project workshops & meetings
- Communication

Project management 

Ongoing changes during the ERP 
project (1)

Project scope (2)

Not enough time devoted on project by 
employees (5)

Passive employees (4)

Misunderstanding of responsibilities (3)
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- Open-minded, motivated, and skilled
- Composition match of skills, character and 

language
- Actors: project/team leader, business analysts, 

consultants, key users, higher level 
management, developers, designers, and IT 
staff

Project team 

Internal team communication (1)

Contra dictionary views of involved 
stakeholder (2)

- Internal and external communication 
- Use of a common platform
- Talk common language

Lack of action and consequences (2)

Miscommunication about 
responsibilities (3)

Different jargon and language (1)Communication & Cooperation

- Milestones, deadlines, and monitoring

- Keep track of processes

Performance measurement
Required time (1)

Difficult to measure (2)

- Interactive & room for questions
- All end-users
- Enough time/space

Training & Education Underestimation/ lack of time and 
money (1)

Internal training (2)

- Interaction & communication
- User involvement
- Meetings
- Plan time & money

Change management 

No clear communication of change (1)

User-resistance (2)

No change management skills in-house 
(5)

Underestimating the impact of change 
(3)

Time and money restrictions (4)
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Figure 4.5: Tree-diagram of organisational factors from external stakeholder perspective 
 

Top management support  

Participants representing external stakeholders in an ERP project mention that the top management is 
automatically involved “since the implementation of an ERP project is a strategic decision and a long-
term investment”. Top management support is deemed necessary to assign resources such as a budget 
in order to execute the project. It was stated that top management often (1) underestimates the time 
and resources necessary to make an ERP implementation successful, which may be caused by 
inexperience regarding system implementation projects. Further, establishing a clear vision and a 
business plan that provides a guideline for the project are perceived important activities that have to be 
set and defined by the top management. Moreover, the project management has to receive this 
information and integrate the strategy by managing, coordinating and communicating accordingly.   
 
A (2) top-down approach is perceived by external participants as commonly applied by implementing 
organisations, whereby the top management makes the high-level decisions but does not actively 
participate in the project. However, one consultant mentioned that “in the most successful projects the 
C level management, or even the CEO was very present in the room.” The upcoming ERP 
implementation should get “buy-in” from the employees along the whole project in order to decrease 
user-resistance. Hence, the top management was recommended to motivate employees to ensure a 
common and open mind-set. Therefore, it is deemed important that information about the project is 
shared across the organisation and that arguments are provided why change is needed.  

Project management  

External stakeholders that participated in this study emphasized that project management is 
recommended to group or divide the requirements for the new ERP system into e.g. mandatory (“must 
have”), desirable (“nice to have”) and future (to be excluded from scope of initial phase). The focus 
should be on the mandatory requirements, but they should keep the others in mind along the way. 
Further, the project management was assumed to define a very clear scope about what is included and 
excluded. The scope should be signed off early in the project and be kept in mind in all tasks that are 
performed during the project. There are always (1) ongoing changes during ERP projects, which 
makes it difficult for the project management to not exceed the scope.  
 
It is perceived important by most of the participated external stakeholders that the project management 
establishes a business requirement document, which is the basis for the solution design. They need to 
ensure that all requirements are agreed on, included and documented in the scope and business 
requirement document. The (2) project scope is often too big, ”then it gets too big of a ship to manage.” 
Besides, the project management should plan and establish project workshops and meetings where 
requirements are addressed, information is shared, potential issues can be addressed, and responsibilities 
are made clear. It was seen as uncommon that (3) misunderstandings occur regarding responsibilities 

- “Guidance approach”
- Customise only the necessary
- No changes in the core of the ERP

Business process reengineering

“Special” companies  (2)

Too many functionalities in the ERP 
system (3)

Unnecessary customisation (1)
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within the project. Besides, employees are often (4) too passive in these meetings and throughout the 
remainder of the project (e.g. they see a problem and do not report this directly). In general, it is better 
to cut the project in smaller pieces, start small in the first project phase, and prepare to extend solutions 
in following phases and system upgrades. At least, the project management should think of the period 
after Go-Live and have resources available for this. Hence, they need to ensure that business documents, 
process maps etc. are updated before closing the project.      
 
It is a problem that companies let (5) employees devote a small amount time to the project. The 
company “should give employees the possibility to deliver by devoting at least 80% of their time on the 
ERP project.” Another consultant mentioned that there “should be a 1:3 ratio of time spent on the 
project between the consultant and the organisation in order to make the implementation a success.” 

Project team 

The external stakeholders agreed that the number and type of people involved in the project team depend 
on the size and type of the project. However, the project team requires open-minded, motivated, and 
skilled people from the customer and supplier/consultancy side. Besides, it is important that there is a 
match in team composition with regards to skills, character and language. Actors involved could be such 
as project/team leader, business analysts, consultants, key users, higher level management, developers, 
designers and IT staff. The involvement of users is seen beneficial in two ways: “integrating their 
expertise with regards to business processes while spreading the ideas of the new system and therewith 
minimizing the fear against the unknown.”  
 
The (1) internal team communication often goes wrong which is also caused by (2) different 
perspectives on the project that cause friction. For example: 

“While the managers lack insights about detailed processes and rather see the overall strategy 
of the ERP project, end-users lack this broad strategy perspective and rather see the detailed 
processes that will be affected and changed.”  
 

Communication and cooperation 

A communication challenge occurs when stakeholders (1) use different jargons. As a result, it can for 
example happen that “the consultants and the key-users have a different understanding of what needs 
to be done or what is agreed on.” Communication and information sharing will always be central at all 
project stages. There should be agreed how and where to share and upload documents related to the 
project. Use a common platform (e.g. Confluence, SharePoint etc.) where all project members can find 
latest versions of documents. With regard to internal communication are (2) employees too passive or 
do not listen when something is communicated by the project manager, which creates problems or 
misunderstandings. The external communication with the consultant(s) is often not optimal, which may 
create (3) misunderstandings about responsibilities. For example: 

“the company expects the ERP consultant not only to be the expert, but also the main 
responsible regarding the success of the ERP implementation project. On the other hand, 
the consultant sees the client mainly in charge.” 

Hence, it is deemed important that the implementing organisation itself is clear about its objectives and 
requirements to communicate their needs to consultants that apply them. However, in general, 
consultants that are specialized in certain functional areas of the ERP system should avoid “silo 
thinking”. For example:  
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“While focusing on the functionality of e.g. the logistics part, we should also 
communicate with the involved actors of other departments such as sales since the major 
benefit of an ERP system is the overall integration of different functions.” 

Performance measurement 

Detailed performance measurement makes it easy to see in detail how certain areas perform and whether 
they are lacking behind schedule. Besides, problems can be identified and addressed earlier than without 
detailed performance tracking. Subsequently, the project manager can evaluate and monitor the progress 
and take action accordingly. However, there is disagreement about the difficultness to measure and 
importance of performance measurement. On one hand, consultants argue that performance 
measurement may be challenging due to the (1) required time and/or the (2) difficultness to measure 
performance. On the other hand, some consultants do not agree at all with such a statement. The different 
views on performance measurement are: 

1) “Performance measurement should be used to keep track of all processes. Therefore, the project 
should be split into smaller pieces such as processes that can be evaluated and monitored 
regarding their progress.” 

2)  “Milestones should be clearly defined, deadlines should be set, and the project needs to be 
monitored to check if the project is still on track.” 

3) “There should somehow be checked if the project goes according to plan (e.g. with milestones). 
However, the focus should be on getting work done.” 

Training and education 

Training cannot be overestimated, and every user should get training. A good training should be 
interactive with room for question, because “the users should get hands on experience.” However, 
training and education is often not done properly. Companies (1) underestimate the time and money 
necessary for sufficient training and education. 

“If it's a long project, you need a long time for training to plan all the sessions, do 
repetition and so on. Besides, it’s costly and easy to save on.” 

Knowledge sharing and solution handover are critical aspects. Especially if customisations have been 
done, those need to be handed over from developer to end-users and business owners. Hence, “end users 
must feel confident with the new system and functionality before Go-Live.” An important management 
consideration is to ensure that all users are relieved from “normal” day-to-day tasks during this period 
since they need to focus on learning the new functionalities. Training and education can be outsourced 
or (2) companies do it themselves, the “last option is often less successful”. 

Change management  

The social aspect is important in change management. Interaction throughout all phases of the project is 
extremely important. Early user involvement decreases user resistance, creates a positive change culture, 
increases commitment, and provides valuable input. One consultant mentioned: 

“Listen to the challenges, potential problems and create a mutual approach to address 
those. Leave nothing to chance. If there are any uncertainties, address the topic once 
more and ensure that relevant actions are taken.” 

While another consultant underlined the following: 
“Create a culture where everyone feel they can ask questions and share thoughts, and 
that all input is valuable input.”  

Early training and education of employees make them feel involved and motivate them for the project. 
Communication should be throughout the whole organisation and include both good and bad things 
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about the ERP implementation. However, it is often forgotten to (1) communicate clearly why the 
change is necessary. Users should understand what the strategy of the top management is else work-
arounds may be created. (2) User-resistance is the main challenge in the change management process: 
“The old system has never been better than when a new ERP system will be implemented.” Thereby 
companies should strive to remove the “this is how we always have done argument” and be prepared to 
have answers. This is partly created by the idea that people usually like a stable life and associate change 
with fire around, the more processes are optimized, the less workers are needed.  
 
It was stated that companies (3) underestimate the impact of change and are thereby not sufficiently 
prepared. Some organisations are aware of the importance of change management but ignore it due to 
(4) time and money restrictions. They rarely plan budget and time for change management, nobody 
wants to pay for the costs. The project team is technically orientated and thereby often (5) does not have 
the skills for effective change management. Change management consultants may help but are rarely 
considered. One consultant advised the following in order to see who is dedicated and who is not: 

“Organise a project event whereby everybody is invited. The ones that show up have a vote, 
who do not show up need to adapt, they have chosen not to be part in the process.” 

Business process reengineering 

Today the so-called guiding approach is often used when choosing an ERP solution, whereby the 
“company gets explained the standard system functionality for the specific business process based on 
leading practices.” Many ERP suppliers have pre-packaged solutions for different business verticals. 
Benefits of this “guiding approach” are: reduce time from implementation start to Go-Live, reduce 
uncertainties due to well-established system processes/solutions, and reduce implementation costs. Of 
course, customer size (turnover, number of users etc.) and project complexity and scope are examples 
of factors that impact the implementation approach.  
 
The external stakeholders agreed that only the necessary parts should be customised. Besides this clear 
advice, (1) companies do too much unnecessary customisation. When modifying the core system, 
this can lead to problems in the long-term when it comes to updates for instance, the implementation 
may take more time and is more expensive. Nowadays, the ERP vendor can restrict this by not allowing 
any modifications in the core and by providing the IT infrastructure in a cloud.  

“In the end, the standardized package requires some modifications to work best for the 
customer, but these customisations should rather be in the area of soft-coding which 
refers to small changes on the surface that do not require specific technical skills.” 

However, there are companies that have to choose customised solution since they are (2) so special, but 
this is a relatively small number. For those companies it is just not possible to change the business 
processes. Besides, it was perceived that companies (3) squeeze too many things into the ERP, that 
makes the implementation very complex.   
 
Due to the experience of ERP consultants, they can provide best-practices to the customers and 
recommend adjustments based on that. ERP vendors may do customisation to match the processes and 
can offer priority software that is very flexible (e.g. turn on/off modules). This software has no problems 
with updates due to e.g. web-based solutions. Besides, it saves on e.g. licensing costs. 
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4.3.2.  Environmental factors and challenges 

CSF categories Challenges 

 

 
 

 
Figure 4.6: Tree-diagram of environmental factors from external stakeholder perspective 

Vendor partnership and support 

The partnership between the organisation and the vendor is important regarding updates and 
maintenance. The vendor is involved because they do quality checks and because the customer 
negotiations with the vendor about thing such as licenses. “Once implemented, the company does not 
really have that much to do with the vendor.” However, the ERP vendor is in contact with the ERP 
consultants, who may ask for support and insights regarding specific projects. The vendor interviewed 
has a different partnership as described above due to the fact that they also operate as consultant. In this 
case is the vendor involved in the pre-implementation with advising on the ERP system decision. 
Therefore, they perform a requirement analysis, bridging session, and interviews in order to get a good 
understanding of the business, requirements, and goals. The vendor may also be involved in the in post-
implementation with updates, maintenance, support, and advise. 
 

Use of consultancy  

Most external stakeholders agreed that consultants should be involved from day one. This due to their 
expertise, skills, and best practices that are required to manage an ERP implementation efficiently and 
successfully. However, consultants are often (1) brought in too late, as a result they need to re-do things 
or even start over again. On the other hand, one stakeholder mentioned that “consultancies sometimes 
(2) do not have enough technical knowledge about the implementation and have to ask the vendor.” 
There several scenarios of consultant involvement possible: 

(1) “Consultants can be hired to implement an entire package.” 
(2) “Single specialized consultants can be hired by the company for certain tasks in the 

implementation while the firm has the capabilities and resources to manage the implementation 
on its own.” 

(3) “Consultancy firm hire single experts that work on a certain project in the consultant team.”  

- Updates & maintenance
- Licensing & quality checks
- Consultancy activities

Vendor partnership & Support

No challenges mentioned

- Involve early (entire package/ tasks)
- Expertise & skills
- Pro-active & motivated
- Maintenance & updates
- Training
- Pre-analyses of requirements & needs

Use of consultancy Consultancies are brought in too late 
(1)

Lack of technical knowledge (2)

Dependency on the consultant (4)

Language barriers (3)
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The consultants should be proactive and recommend best practices based on their experience instead of 
just follow the orders of the customer. A clear pre-analysis by the consultants of what the customer 
requires, needs and expects sets an important basis for the ERP implementation. Some consultants 
provide a proof of concept which shows how modules and functionalities will be included in the system 
and how it will look like. A proof of concept can be used to manage expectations on both sides, “since 
seeing is believing.” Updates and new modules are most of the time implemented by the consultant and 
they may also provide user training. (3) Language barriers between the consultant and the client may 
be challenging. “Especially for traditional companies is the language important, because the 
consultants have to speak the same mother tongue as the client (e.g. in often in France).” There is often 
extreme (4) dependency on the consultant, which is not optimal since the company should be able to 
handle situations themselves, especially after the Go-Live phase. 

4.3.3.  Technological factors and challenges 

CSF categories Challenges 

 
 

 
 

Figure 4.7: Tree-diagram of technological factors from external stakeholder perspective 

 

ERP package and IT infrastructure  

There should be an exploration and evaluation of all options, whereby it is important to have a long-
term perspective and that the requirements and needs are met. The following question should be 
considered:  

“how do we want to develop our business processes in the future? and how can the ERP 
system help us in that process? How can we ensure our company strategy and values are 
aligned and supported by the system?” 

Consultants provide advice, but some organisations just (1) ignore the advice from the consultant and 
do e.g. customisation while it is not necessary. It can also be the case that the ERP system chosen is of 
good quality, but the (2) software does not match the organisation. This can be caused a low 
understanding of business, requirements and goals at the start of the project. Ideally, a company wants 

- Understand own business, requirements and 
goals

- Exploration & evaluation of all options
- Long-term perspective
- Work in the cloud

ERP package & IT infrastructure 

Software does not match the business 
(2)

Bad data quality in new system (3)

Ignore advise consultants (1)

- Performance, functionality, integration, user-
acceptance and regression tests

- Test real-life cases & processes
- Document, evaluated, and respond

Software testing

Time pressure (2)

Finding test cases (3)

Importance of testing is underestimated 
(1)

Performing full capacity tests (4)
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to clean all data out and want it correct the new system. These days, the migration of data to the new 
system is rather easy. However, the (3) the data quality in the new system is often bad. With regard 
to the infrastructure is it recommended to work in the cloud, because then the information is available 
everywhere all the time for everyone, it’s scalable, and it reduces the resources that need to be spend on 
IT infrastructure. 

Software testing 

It is deemed important to test factors such as performance, functionality, integration, user-acceptance 
and regression. Today there are automatic test tools for this. 

“Software testing should aim at representing real-life cases and processes as good as 
possible.” 

Users know the processes best, therefore they need to be involved in creating and running relevant test 
scenarios. It is useful to test small promising functions first. These small success stories can be spread 
by the project management. The test results should be documented and evaluated, serve as input for the 
next phase, and provide information for discussion about further necessary changes.                                               

“The company should go live with the knowledge that it is tested over and over again.” 

Some consultants design the base for test cases or scenarios already in the very beginning, because that 
is the scope for the testing. However, the (1) importance of testing may be underestimated (e.g. 
companies trust that the system is good enough). Testing is often something that is affected if there is 
(2) time pressure. One consultant mentioned the issue of (3) finding test cases. In contrast, another 
consultant underlines that not everything can and has to be tested, but the main features should. It may 
be challenging to (4) simulating the full capacity of the ERP system, e.g. if the system can manage a 
certain amount of orders in time. 

4.4. Cross-perspective analysis 

In the following subchapters, similarities and contrasting findings regarding perceptions of both internal 
and external stakeholders are summarised and further analysed by setting them in contrast to each other. 
This includes the perception of derived CSFs as well as problems and challenges that occurred in 
applying them. It provides an overview of major analysed findings from the collected data of participants 
from different perspectives. Finally, we give a recap about the major results we derived through the 
analysis.  

4.4.1.  Organisational factors and challenges 

One of the major issues that were repeated throughout several discussed CSFs refers to the lack of 
resources directly or indirectly. Regarding the allocation of resources, most of the participants both 
external and internal agreed on a problem that is related to the lack of sufficiently allocated resources. 
External stakeholders emphasized the importance of top management to understand the project impact 
in terms of allocating required resources. It was stressed from external stakeholders who participated in 
this study, that the management of implementing organisations tend to underestimate the resources that 
are required especially in terms of employees that need to be dedicated full-time to the project. This 
failure was partly experienced and confirmed by participating organisations that implemented an ERP 
system. Involved employees were part of the project next to their daily operations which led to problems 
in implementing the ERP system in time and budget. Hence, the lack of resources, the underestimation 
of time and not dedicating employees full-time to the project are factors that are perceived leading to 
failures in terms of project delays. 
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Concerning the responsibility of defining the project plan, there are two different perceptions that 
occurred during data collection. Most of the participants representing the internal perspective on the 
ERP project consider the responsibility of establishing a project plan to lie with project management. 
Subsequently, the defined plan needs to be approved and include requirements for resources to be 
allocated accordingly by top management. While this is partly confirmed by external stakeholders, one 
experienced participant emphasized to assign the responsibility of defining a clear vision and detailed 
project plan to top management. In fact, it was mentioned that project management only needs to 
manage, coordinate and communicate accordingly to what has been defined by top management. While 
some internal participants stressed the challenge of defining a thorough and sufficient project plan due 
to complexity and unexpected occurrences, external stakeholders agreed on the difficulty and that 
changes during the project are inevitable. Although all parties agree on the importance of a well-defined 
project plan, the responsibility of establishing it differs. However, the involvement of top management 
in the project plan is seen as beneficial by most of the participants in order to allocate the resources and 
also, to have a certain degree of control over the project. 
 
While internal and external stakeholders mainly agreed on a diverse and skilled team composition with 
motivated team members, internal stakeholders emphasized intensively the criticality of a skilled 
project leader which can be ascribed to negative experience of poor leadership by some of the 
participants. Additionally, most of the internal and external stakeholders showed contradictory opinions 
on the project team composition in terms of user involvement and user training. On the one hand, 
external stakeholders deem the early involvement of end-users at an early stage beneficial. Through 
including users into the project, they can make use of their knowledge regarding micro-processes and 
prevent user resistance through active involvement. As an argument for this approach, involved users 
would be less afraid of the unknown and could spread the positive word among employees. Feeling 
involved in the project could increase commitment and decrease resistance to change.  
 
Further, consultants emphasized that organisations often underestimate the time and money proper user 
training requires and that user training is paid less attention although presumed important by 
consultants to provide before going live with the ERP system. On the other hand, most of the internal 
stakeholders included and informed end-users rather later in the implementation phase. One main reason 
for this refers to another approach of preventing user resistance by providing only finished and satisfying 
results to end-users that increase the trust in a reliable and good system. However, the lack of attention 
and resources devoted to user training was partly confirmed by participated internal stakeholders who 
claimed that the lack of resources led to poor user training which, in turn, led to increased user resistance. 
Thus, there were two main different approaches that were identified among participants when it comes 
to user involvement in the ERP project which refer to arguments for both early and late involvement of 
users. Assessing the better approach is difficult and open for discussion, since the contexts of 
participants were different. One organisation that followed the latter approach of late user involvement 
might have benefitted from the context of a poor legacy system and an open organisational culture 
towards change.  
 
In terms of communication, participants of both sides agreed on different perspectives and jargons that 
hindered communication between different actors of the project as for instance consultants speak a 
different language than key-users. Both sides agreed further, that this could lead to misunderstandings 
and problems in the project. However, there was a common ground regarding the usage of shared tools 
or platforms to enhance communication between external and internal stakeholders. Although internal 
and external have different views on the project due to their backgrounds and experiences, both kinds 
of actors acknowledged the poor communication that can occur in projects but also suggested ways to 
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improve the communication. Here, it is interesting that they did not just assign guilt to the other 
stakeholder perspective respectively, but rather identified and analysed the mistakes on their own side. 
Especially some of the internal stakeholders that claimed very poor communication and cooperation 
with their consultants assigned guilt to themselves. Since the implementing organisation did not know 
where to go and what exactly they wanted, the consultants could not know either.  
 
Hence, the occurrence of misunderstandings refers not only to different languages and jargons of 
stakeholders but also to misunderstandings in terms of project responsibility. One the one hand, most 
of the participating internal stakeholders acknowledged having devoted the main responsibility of 
project success to external consultants due to the perception as responsible experts that were paid to 
implement the new system. On the other hand, external consultants mostly emphasized that the 
responsibility was to assign to the implementing organisation. It was stressed by external stakeholders 
that the pre-analysis of requirements and the awareness of project objectives were essential for a fruitful 
cooperation between external and internal stakeholders. However, internal stakeholders especially of 
one participating organisation acknowledged their lack of a sufficient pre-analysis as their main failure 
in the project. Hence, the respective participated internal stakeholders apprehended the responsibility of 
the implementing organisation in the project. They realised the importance of a thorough analysis and 
adaptation of business processes, project objectives and requirements for the ERP system and therefore 
mostly agreed with the perception of external stakeholders, eventually. Thus, it is interesting to see that 
while external stakeholders were more or less emphasizing on the importance of a pre-analysis based 
on their experience in ERP projects, this was then also confirmed by internal stakeholders that 
experienced a failure due to the lack of a sufficient pre-analysis and definition of objectives.  
 
Moreover, most of both internal and external participants agree on BPR as part of the pre-analysis for 
which internal stakeholders are responsible. Some internal stakeholders even emphasized that BPR goes 
along with the implementation of an ERP system. Further, most of internal and external stakeholders 
have a common opinion on a minimum level of customisation as too much customisation can lead to 
long-term problems which was also experienced by one of the implementing organisations. However, it 
is also agreed on the fact that some special processes which represent the competitive advantage of 
organisations cannot be standardised and for which the system has to be customised. The ERP vendor 
and consultant even emphasized the benefits of a customised ERP system. Nevertheless, again, the factor 
of BPR refers to well-defined objectives and requirements by the implementing organisation in order to 
decide on the level of customisation.  
 
Further, the definition of milestones was mentioned by both sides of stakeholders as important in order 
to be able to measure progress and performance. The factor of performance measurement itself was not 
seen as important as other factors and seems to depend on the context in terms of project and organisation 
size, resource availability and how well the project plan and objectives were defined. Hence, if an 
organisation has sufficiently allocated its resources, thoroughly analysed its requirements and processes, 
has a motivated project team with a skilled leader, then performance measurement is partly deemed to 
become less important by participants. However, it seems that if other factors are adequately taken care 
of, performance measurement is still beneficial for keeping track of the progress as “nice to have”. To 
what extent and how detailed this is done may depend on the context. Nevertheless, in order to measure 
performance, it became clear from responses of participants that milestones must be set no matter if and 
how the performance is planned to be measured.  
 
In the end, most comes down again to the criticality of a detailed, well-considered and prepared 
requirement and business process analysis which has to be conducted by the implementing 
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organisation before the implementation phase and before selecting any ERP package or external 
consultants. The main failures in terms of organisational factors that were derived from responses of 
internal and external stakeholders refer to the lack of sufficient preparation in the pre-
implementation phase which leads to major issues in the actual implementation phase. They further 
refer to the lack of resources and underestimation of required resources in terms of time, money and 
especially dedication of employees to the project which also hinders a proper requirement analysis and 
preparation in the pre-implementation phase.  

4.4.2. Environmental factors and challenges 

The relationship between the vendor and the implementing organisation was not deemed critically 
important by internal and external participants, since in most of the projects mentioned, the main contact 
was with an official consultancy partner of the vendor. However, a vendor can offer their own 
consultancy services and thereby become the direct contact for the implementing organisation. An 
experienced internal stakeholder mentioned that in one project the vendor did not fulfil the expectation 
of the ERP system and that the knowledge of the vendor was lacking. Besides, no challenges or issues 
regarding vendor contact were brought up by participants.  
 
In contrast, the relationship of implementing organisations with external consultants has been 
mostly agreed on as very critical by both internal and external participants. The early involvement in the 
project due to skills and expertise regarding implementation strategies has been emphasised. However, 
some internal stakeholders argued that if required consulting and implementation skills and capabilities 
were available in-house, this could be sufficient. Internal stakeholders brought up issues as a lack of 
desired support, skills, and proactive engagement by consultants and stressed the difficulties that occur 
regarding communication due to different jargons and working language. However, consultants 
specifically underlined that they should be pro-active and utilise their developed best practices.  
 
In general, it was stated and acknowledged by most of the participants from both perspectives, that 
implementing organisations tend to devote too much responsibility to external consultants by 
considering them as experts to rely on regarding the entire implementation. An extensive and thorough 
requirement-analysis is seen as very critical. Internal participants mention that this goes often wrong, 
but that this may be caused by insufficient input of the implementing organisation to the consultant or 
vendor. The cooperation problems between these two actors are mainly brought up by the internal 
stakeholders and not by the consultants, which may be caused by the idea that issues are seen by them 
as something they did wrong, which is not necessary the case.    

4.4.3. Technological factors and challenges 

There is somehow an agreement among stakeholders about the process of choosing an ERP system. The 
requirement analysis is part of this process and is seen as the most important factor during the 
implementation process by both internal and external stakeholders. However, several internal and 
external participants mention that this is often not conducted intensively enough. This could e.g. avoid 
issues of a mismatch between the software and the organisation. Consultants mention that they advise 
about certain packages, but that organisations sometimes ignore this. On the other hand, one internal 
participant stated that the true compatibility of the chosen ERP system could only be assessed when 
implementing it. In general, internal stakeholders are surprised about the necessary modification of the 
ERP system, which is related to the compatibility issues.  
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There is a common opinion about the criticality of software testing. However, the critical importance 
may depend on the size of the firm. There are no challenges mentioned with regard to software testing 
by internal stakeholders. However, external stakeholders mention that the importance of testing may be 
underestimated. Besides, it may be hard to simulate the full capacity of the ERP system.  
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5. Discussion 

In this chapter, we present our contributions to existing theory while discussing the results of this study 
by setting them in contrast to previous literature, which was presented in the frame of reference.  

5.1. Perception of CSFs  

From previous literature, we derived several CSFs and grouped them into twelve CSF categories within 
the TOE framework. Based on these CSF categories, participants were asked to express their opinion 
regarding the criticality of each factor for a successful implementation. The perception of our 
participants is presented in Table 5.1. Through this data collection and analysis, we identified a 
difference between previous literature and participants of this study regarding certain factors. The 
findings show that not every CSF derived from literature is perceived critical by participants of this 
study. However, participants mentioned that the criticality of factors may depend on the size, type and 
context of the project and organisation. For instance, while organisation C, as a small organisation, did 
not focus as much on tracking performance or having a project management in place, organisation B, as 
a large organisation, had to put more effort and planning into every single factor due to the complexity, 
size and dimension of the project.  
 
Factors such as top management support, project management and project team were mostly confirmed 
as being critical by participants of this study, which is in line with existing literature (Saade & Nijher, 
2016; Nah & Delgrado, 2006; Plant & Willcocks, 2007). However, the opinions regarding bearing the 
responsibility of project plan establishment were in contrast with some previous studies from Reitsma 
and Hilletofth (2018) and Loh and Koh (2004). They assign it to project management, while our findings 
suggest an overlap between top and project management. It was argued that a good project plan required 
the full support and involvement of top management to show commitment. Further, while a skilled 
project champion was already mentioned as a challenge by Scott and Vessey (2002) and as important in 
the CSF literature (Umble et al., 2003; Loh & Koh, 2004; Nah & Delgado, 2006) it was not emphasised 
as much, which is why we allocated it to the CSF of “project team”, initially. However, since a skilled 
and experienced project leader was perceived as a very critical factor for project success by many 
participants, we considered this as a justification to adapt the CSF of “project team” (Loh & Koh, 2004; 
Plant & Willcocks, 2007) to “project team and leadership”. Further, participants from both perspectives 
emphasised the importance of involved employees being dedicated full-time on the project in order to 
handle the project as a top-priority project. Although the literature mentions the criticality of right 
resource allocation, the emphasis on resources regarding personnel and their time was lacking. Besides, 
while the factor of “communication and cooperation” was mostly referred to internal communication in 
previous literature (Dezdar & Ainin, 2011; Sedera et al., 2001), our findings revealed the criticality of 
good communication between internal and external stakeholders especially in terms of responsibilities 
and expectations. Therefore, our findings regarding the responsibility of establishing the project plan, 
the emphasis on having a skilled leadership, the right allocation of resources as well as the 
communication of expectations can be mentioned as a contribution in connection with organisational 
CSFs.   
 
Knowing from Motwani et al. (2002) and Loonam et al. (2018) about the importance of user involvement 
throughout the implementation process of an ERP system, it was surprising and unexpected for us that 
some participants, especially from organisation A, excluded factors related to user involvement. 
However, they gave a plausible justification for it in terms of postponing training and education in order 
to avoid user resistance due to misleading insights into an unfinished project. There was not much 
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variation between answers of participants and findings from literature upon the involvement and training 
of users (Nah et al., 2003; Dezsar & Ainin, 2011). Accordingly, it can be seen as a beneficial way of 
minimising user resistance while fostering “spread the word” of project information throughout the 
organisation. However, some participants strongly disagreed with previous literature from Motwani et 
al. (2002) and Loonam et al. (2018) regarding the early involvement of users and argued for the risk of 
spreading the wrong word in terms of an unfinished system that does not function smoothly during the 
implementation phase. Further, since vendor support was deemed as a CSF in the literature (Reitsma & 
Hilletofth, 2018; Ram et al., 2013), it was surprising that vendor support did not seem to play a critical 
or even important role for most of the participants. This was argued as related to the fact that consultants 
often act as official partners of specific ERP vendors that are specialised on implementing a certain ERP 
package. 
 

Table 5.1: The perceived critical importance of each CSF by each participant 
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 External             
 External             
 External             
 External             
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A Internal              
A Internal              
A Internal              
B Internal              
B Internal              
B Internal              
C Internal              
D Internal              
 Deemed critical           Not deemed critical               not stated  

Further, as probably the most significant contribution to existing literature, a thorough pre-analysis was 
perceived as most critical for the successful implementation by participants from both perspectives, 
which justifies the establishment of an additional CSF called “pre-analysis” for this study. It includes 
the analysis of requirements, expectations and objectives but also the mapping of existent and planned 
processes as well as the establishment of a clear project plan in the pre-implementation phase. The 
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findings revealed that the lack of a sufficient pre-analysis in the pre-implementation phase can lead to 
serious consequences in the actual implementation phase. This was sorely experienced by some internal 
stakeholders who came to see reason of having neglected it in the beginning of the project.  
 
Despite the extensive amount of research on CSFs, some authors questioned the justification of deeming 
all of them “critical” (Häkkinen & Hilmola, 2008; Ram et al., 2013). However, the existence of, and 
research about CSFs in ERP implementation can be seen as partly justified, yet only with regards to this 
sample. Organisation B actively applied CSFs from literature and confirmed the criticality of the derived 
factors to a great extent and represented a best-case example of implementing an ERP successfully. In 
contrast, participants representing organisation A did not perceive every factor as critical but mostly 
confirmed the justification of applying CSFs in general. Yet, they admitted the lack of actively using 
them from the beginning with regards to existing research. As one participant stated, “being aware of 
the existence and importance of CSFs is not enough; the problem is that these factors are theoretical and 
that it’s hard to apply them correctly in practice”.  

5.2. Challenges of applying CSFs  

We grouped and categorised the challenges of applying the CSFs based on our findings from collected 
data of internal and external stakeholders. Almost every challenge mentioned in the literature from 
Barker and Frolick (2003), Chen et al. (2009) and Choi et al. (2013), has been confirmed in this study. 
Especially Chen et al. (2009) already mention problems regarding the lack of a clearly defined project 
plan including goals and resources in the pre-implementation phase. However, we barely found the 
emphasis on an according CSFs in CSF literature as already described above. Furthermore, 
communication issues, different interests of involved actors (Chen et al., 2009; Barker & Frolick,2003) 
as well as changing requirements (Chen et al., 2009) were already mentioned in the literature and also 
confirmed by participants of this study. Hence, the collected data validates that most of the identified 
challenges in the literature still applied for the different stakeholders that participated in this study. 
However, the challenge of ensuring an IT infrastructure, which has been discussed by Ward et al. (2005), 
was not emphasised as a challenge by our participants due to new developments in technology. 
Participants mentioned that, as cloud solutions become more common, the IT infrastructure was 
considered becoming less important. Besides, the challenge of cultural differences, which was 
mentioned by Malaurent and Avison (2015), has not been mentioned by any of the participants. One 
possible reason refers to the fact that participating implementing organisations did not pursue their core 
business globally in areas with substantial cultural differences as it applied to the case of Malaurent and 
Avison (2015). In their single case study about an ERP implementation in a Chinese subsidiary, cultural 
issues hindered the implementation project initially while, however, local workarounds of end-users 
enabled a successful adaptation, eventually. In contrast, workarounds in one of our participating 
organisations rather led to problems. Hence, the cultural aspect in ERP implementations cannot properly 
be commented on based on our findings. However, cultural issues may still apply in other cases or might 
not have been perceived as an issue by our participants.  

In addition to literature, we identified many additional challenges that hindered the implementation and 
successful application of CSFs for our participants. Figure 5.1 shows this adapted TOE framework of 
challenges. For transparency reasons, in appendix 8.8, we provide the table on which we established the 
adapted model. Many of the mentioned challenges are overlapping and affecting each other. For 
instance, the challenge of good communication, which is discussed by Chen et al. (2009) and often 
mentioned by our participants, is not only an issue from an organisational perspective but also from an 
environment perspective. This can be further affected by the challenge of having a knowledge gap 
between stakeholders (Barker & Frolick, 2003) and an unclear project plan (Ehie & Madsen, 2005), 
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which can in turn be a result of an insufficient pre-analysis about what the organisation actually aims at. 
Among the articles that were systematically chosen and reviewed for this thesis, only Chen et al. (2009) 
specifically emphasised the lack of a thorough preparation in the pre-implementation phase. 
Nevertheless, there is literature from Ravichandar, Arthur and Pérez-Quinones (2007), Rolland and 
Prakash (2001) and Al-Karaghouli, AlShawi and Fitzgerald (2000) that focused their research on the 
pre-requirement analysis in order to find an optimal match between an organization and the chosen 
information system. However, the focus of these studies lies mostly on the technical side of the pre-
requirement analyses and concentrates less on the organisational preparation. Besides, the articles from 
the literature review on CSFs do not specifically mention the pre-requirement analysis as a CSF. Our 
findings suggest the lack of such a pre-analysis and also the lack of resources in terms of right personnel, 
time and budget as kind of “root” challenges that are linked and interconnected to further challenges and 
problems that can occur.  
 

 
 
 

Figure 5.1: Adapted model of challenges of applying CSFs derived from our analysis 

 

Organisational challenges
- Lack of resources
- Lack of pre-analysis
- Changing requirements
- Internal communication & cooperation gap
- Responsibility issues
- Lack of change management
- Resistance to change
- Unclear project plan
- Project scope & complexity
- Unskilled leadership

Technological challenges
- Lack of pre-analysis
- Lack of resources
- Lack of software testing
- Level of customisation
- Data accuracy

ERP implementation challenges

Environmental challenges
- Communication & cooperation
- Lack of external support
- Responsibility issues
- Knowledge gap
- Different interests
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6. Conclusion 

In this chapter, we provide answers to the initially stated research questions and mention the major 
contributions to theory. This is followed by implications for management when implementing an ERP 
system, and by limitations and suggestions for future research.   

6.1. Summarising our thesis  

In the following, we provide answers to our research questions and summarise our contribution to 
literature. In general, we identified a lack of incorporating a multiple-stakeholder perspective when 
conducting research in CSFs and challenges in ERP implementations. Therefore, our study included the 
perspectives of internal and external actors involved and revealed different perceptions in terms of 
applying certain CSFs to some extent. Thereby, we contribute to existing literature, as it became clear 
that, in fact, external and internal stakeholders have, to some extent, different perspectives and opinions 
on how to successfully implement an ERP system. Hence, this is recommended to be considered when 
assessing CSFs. Further, in the problem statement, we showed that the actual perception of certain CSFs 
by practitioners is challenged in the literature (Ram et al., 2013). Hence, our first research question 
aimed at investigating how the derived CSFs are actually perceived by multiple stakeholders. Most of 
the CSFs that were derived from literature were to a major extent confirmed in this study. Especially the 
example of the organisation that very successfully implemented its ERP system while it was actively 
applying the CSFs from previous research, underlines this. This contributes to existing literature by 
confirming the justification of conducting further research on CSFs which can be helpful for 
practitioners. However, we identified that the application cannot be seen as universally valid as it 
depends on the context of the project and organisation. The concept of CSFs remains a theoretical, yet 
practically oriented concept, that calls for individual adaption.  
 
Furthermore, it was presented that the failure rate of ERP implementations is still high in terms of cost, 
scope and time overruns. Therefore, our answer to the second research question dealt with the perceived 
challenges that occur for practitioners from a multiple stakeholder perspective when applying the CSFs 
in the implementation phase of an ERP project. The major challenges that were mentioned by 
participants going back to the lack of a sufficient pre-analysis in the pre-implementation phase, the lack 
of resources in terms of skilled personnel, budget and time, misunderstandings that come from different 
perspectives of stakeholders and the lack of internal as well as external communication and cooperation 
triggered by different working languages and interests. By identifying these challenges that can hinder 
an ERP project to stay within planned scope, budget and time, we contributed to existing literature and 
to the understanding of why projects can still fail despite the existence of research on CSFs.  
 
The purpose of this thesis referred to understanding how practitioners with different backgrounds 
perceive the critical success factors of an ERP implementation and what challenges occur while applying 
them. This purpose is fulfilled as we provide answers to how practitioners with different backgrounds 
regarding work experience, job position, organisation and industry deem the criticality of the derived 
CSFs from literature. Further, by describing the application of these CSFs, they also mentioned similar 
as well as different challenges that hinder the “right” application of CSFs and which make it difficult to 
implement an ERP system successfully.  

6.2. Managerial implications 

Our study revealed that the application of CSFs can, with regards to the cases of our participants, be a 
valuable guideline that, however, need to be adapted to the individual context of the project and the 
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organisation. It became clear that it is recommended to devote a lot of time on the planning of the project 
in the pre-implementation phase as described in order to avoid problems and delays afterwards. It seems 
beneficial on the basis of the responses and experiences of participants to devote employees full-time 
on the project, if involved. In general, handling the project as a major business project that changes how 
the organisation operates can facilitate to understand the requirement of resources. However, it became 
clear that ERP systems can take years to be implemented which calls for realising the challenge of 
keeping the priority high while conducting daily business. Further, the awareness of bearing the main 
responsibility of the project that is associated with communicating expectations and objectives to 
external stakeholders is recommended. One example of facilitating the communication with externals 
may refer to the usage of common tools and platforms between external and internal stakeholders.  

6.3. Limitations  

By conducting a qualitative study, we aimed at understanding the perception of CSFs and the challenges 
of applying them from a multiple-stakeholder perspective. The selection of participants was purposeful, 
yet neither representing the entire population nor a specific subgroup as external participants as well as 
the organisations representing the internal perspective were not related to each other in any way and had 
different job position and roles in an ERP project. Nevertheless, we intentionally aimed at gaining 
insights from stakeholders with different backgrounds in order to see if there are overall common 
mistakes or best practices that are independent from perspective, organisation size and industry. 
However, the findings cannot be generalised as the number of selected participants is not representative, 
still context-dependent and hence, less comparable.  
 
Further, we have to acknowledge a possible gap of meaning of data that emerged due to language 
barriers. Many interviews were conducted in English, which was never a mother tongue of any of the 
participants. However, some interviews were conducted in the native language of participants and 
researchers, which could have led to translations that do not fully represent the actual and initial meaning 
of what has been said. Besides, since the interview guideline was based on the derived CSF list from 
literature, there is a possible risk that participants have been influenced in their responses and opinions 
about the criticality and dimension of certain factors.  
 
Finally, the scope of this thesis is limited to the actual implementation phase of the ERP life-cycle. 
Moreover, in this study, the success of an ERP project is related and limited to the success of the actual 
implementation which is referred to whether the system can actually be used by employees and is fully 
integrated into the organisation and its processes. Hence, this thesis does not cover the success of the 
implementation with regards to the improvement of performance and efficiency of the organisation 
which is expected to follow after the implementation. Therefore, the influence of CSFs on achieving the 
actual goals of performance improvement through an ERP implementation cannot be answered in this 
thesis.  

6.4. Future research 

It would be interesting for future research to investigate the perspectives of multiple-stakeholders in a 
setting of a single or multiple case study, in which both internal and external stakeholders share a 
common context and project. Moreover, in a setting of a multiple-case study it could be a valuable 
contribution to theory and management, if studies were carried out with implementing organisations of 
the same size and industry to ensure a higher level of representative data and findings. This could be 
useful for actors involved in future comparable ERP projects.  
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Further, the scope of this thesis was limited to the actual implementation phase of the ERP life cycle. 
However, the probably most significant contribution to existing literature for this thesis refers to the 
identified criticality of a pre-analysis of requirements which is associated with activities carried out in 
the pre-implementation phase. Thereby, it would be interesting for future research to investigate 
rigorously how a requirement analysis is considered to be successfully conducted in the pre-
implementation phase. This could assist practitioners in identify and tackle those challenges at an early 
stage.   
 
Finally, a successful ERP implementation is referred to the actual implementation of the ERP system in 
this thesis and not the performance of the system in use after the implementation. As previous research 
already started to focus on the effect of CSFs on the performance improvement of the organisation after 
the implementation, this could also be investigated from a multiple-stakeholder perspective. Since the 
implementing organisation’s motivation of introducing a new ERP system are associated with 
improvements in efficiency and performance, the investigation of how CSFs and challenges affect 
exactly this main goal of ERP implementation could add value for academics and practitioners.  
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8. Appendix 

Appendix 8.1: CSF articles from our systematic literature review 

 Journal Title Authors Year 

             
1 

Strategic change Critical success factors for the implementation of 
enterprise systems: A literature review 

Loonam, J; Kumar, 
V; Mitra, A; Abd 
Razak, A 

2018 

2 
European Business Review Critical success factors for ERP system implementation: 

a user perspective 
Reitsma, E; 
Hilletofth, P 2018 

3 
Journal of Enterprise 
Information Management 

Critical success factors in enterprise resource planning 
implementation A review of case Saade & Nijher 2016 

4 

International Journal of 
Production Economics 

Implementation critical success factors (CSFs) for ERP: 
Do they contribute to implementation success and post-
implementation performance? 

Ram, J; Corkindale, 
D; Wu, ML 2013 

5 
Management Decision The influence of organisational factors on successful 

ERP implementation Dezdar, S; Ainin, S 2011 

6 

Journal of Strategic 
Information Systems 

Drivers, barriers and critical success factors for ERPII 
implementation in supply chains: A critical analysis 

Koh, SCL; 
Gunasekaran, A; 
Goodman, T 

2011 

7 
Journal of Computer 
Information Systems  

Critical success factors in international ERP 
implementations: A case research approach 

Plant, R; Willcocks, 
L 2007 

8 
Journal of Computer 
Information Systems  

Critical success factors for enterprise resource planning 
implementation and upgrade 

Nah, FFH; 
Delgado, S 2006 

9 

International Journal of 
Production Research  

Achievement assessment for enterprise resource 
planning (ERP) system implementations based on 
critical success factors (CSFs) 

Sun, AYT; 
Yazdani, A; 
Overend, JD 

2005 

10 

International Journal of 
Production Research  

Critical success factor framework for the 
implementation of integrated-enterprise systems in the 
manufacturing environment 

Ho, LT; Lin, GCI 2004 

11 

International Journal of 
Production Research  

Critical elements for a successful enterprise resource 
planning implementation in small- and medium-sized 
enterprises 

Loh, TC; Koh, SCL 2004 

12 
European Journal of 
Operational Research 

Enterprise resource planning: Implementation 
procedures and critical success factors 

Umble, EJ; Haft, 
RR; Umble, MM 2003 

13 

European Journal of 
Information Systems 

Vicious and virtuous cycles in ERP implementation: a 
case study of interrelations between critical success 
factors 

Akkermans, H; van 
Helden, K 2002 
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Appendix 8.2: Reduction and categorisation of CSFs derived from literature 

CSF characteristics CSFs 
Top management involvement, commitment and support (1) Top management support 
Dedicated organisational resources   
Managing organisational change (2) Change management 
User involvement and feedback   
Process documentation   
Knowledge management   
Cultural change readiness   
Organisational culture & diversity   
Organisational change readiness   
Organisational structure   
Implementation strategy and approach (3) Project management 
Project management   
Control project scope and time   
Assign responsibilities   
Strategic decision making   
Business plan    
Clear goals and vision   
Project champion (4) Project team 
Project team composition   
High skilled competence staff   
Teamwork   
Internal and external communication (5) Communication and cooperation 
Internal and external cooperation   
Expectation management   
User training (6) Training and education 
Education on new processes   
Redesign of business processes (7) Business process redesign (BPR) 
Minimum customisation   
Business and IT alignment   
ERP package selection (8) ERP package and IT infrastructure 
System architecture   
System integration   
IT infrastructure   
Legacy system   
Data analysis and conversion   
Vendor support and tools (9) Vendor partnership and support 
Vendor partnership   
Use of qualified consultants (10) Use of consultancy 
Steering committee (11) Performance measurement 
Evaluation of progress and success   
Software testing (12) Software testing 
Troubleshooting  
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Appendix 8.3: Reduction and categorisation of challenges within TEO framework 

  

Authors Challenge Category TOE category
Chen et al., 2009 changing requirements due to internal and external changes
Choi et al., 2013 changing requirements
Kumar et al., 2003 high turnover of key project persons
Xue et al., 2005 changing requirements 
Barker & Frolick, 2003 lack of communication
Chen et al., 2009 lack of managing expectations
Chen et al., 2009 unclear communication
Choi et al., 2013 resistance to share information
Malaurent & Avison, 2015 communication issues
Scott & Vessey, 2002 no open communication
Ward et al., 2005 communication issues
Malaurent & Avison, 2015 culture issues: language
Xue et al., 2005 cultural issues: language barrier
Chen et al., 2009 lack of knowledge
Kumar et al., 2003 unskilled people
Pan et al., 2007 knowledge sharing
Scott & Vessey, 2002 lack of knowledge
Chen et al., 2009 poorly defined goals
Chen et al., 2009 simplistic project plan
Chen et al., 2009 unrealistic budget and deadlines
Chen et al., 2009 inadequate coordination
Chen et al., 2009 inappropriate allocation of resources
Choi et al., 2013 unrealistic project objectives
Choi et al., 2013 organisational change
Kumar et al., 2003 coordination between functional groups
Kumar et al., 2003 estimating project requirements
Kumar et al., 2003 resource constraints
Motiei, et al., 2015 inadequate implementation
Scott & Vessey, 2002 poor project planning and management
Scott & Vessey, 2002 poor project leadership
Scott & Vessey, 2002 unrealistic expectations
Ward et al., 2005 no established goals
Xue et al., 2005 being unprepared for implementation
Barker & Frolick, 2003 no user involvement
Barker & Frolick, 2003 lack of training
Chen et al., 2009 poor participation
Chen et al., 2009 no user involvement
Choi et al., 2013 lack of education and training
Malaurent & Avison, 2015 limited employee involvement
Ward et al., 2005 insufficient user training
Kumar et al., 2003 user resistance
Malaurent & Avison, 2015 workarounds
Motiei, et al., 2015 user resistance
Motiei, et al., 2015 lack of motivation 
Choi et al., 2013 data conversion
Ehie & Madsen, 2005 legacy issues
Kumar et al., 2003 data conversion
Choi et al., 2013 misfit of ERP package
Ehie & Madsen, 2005 system incompatibility
Scott & Vessey, 2002 poor fit of ERP package
Ward et al., 2005 misfit of ERP package
Xue et al., 2005 misfit of ERP package
Choi et al., 2013 over-customisation over-customisation
Scott & Vessey, 2002 poor IT infrastructure poor IT infrastructure
Barker & Frolick, 2003 lack of faith in consultant's advice
Barker & Frolick, 2003 lack of faith in consultants' advice
Chen et al., 2009 different interest of project participants different interests

environmental

poor project management

poor user involvement

user resistance

organisational

technological

changing requirements

communication issues

cultural differences

data conversion issues

ERP package selection

knowledge gap

lack of external support
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Appendix 8.4: Interview guideline for participants representing external stakeholders  

 
Before asking questions about each CSF, a description is provided to the respondent to have a common 
understanding 
 
Interview guideline for external stakeholders such as ERP consultants and vendors 

 
Question Justification 
General questions 
What is your job position in the company? For classifying the answer regarding perspectives 
How many ERP projects have you already 
supported and in which industries? 

For classifying the answer regarding experience 
and significance of answers 

How long do you already work with ERP systems 
and their implementation? Which systems? 
 

To ensure that the respondent meets our 
knowledge criteria  
 

How do you deem the ratio of failures and 
successful projects? 

To classify the answers into a broader success/ 
failure context 
 

Have you heard of the term CSFs regarding ERP 
implementations? 
 

To facilitate the discussion about the usefulness 
of CSFs and to validate the use of CSFs 
 

If yes, did you apply them actively? 
Main questions 
 
The main questions will follow the same structure for every CSF as stated below for the example of 
the CSF “top management support”. Follow up questions like “how” and “why” will be used to gain 
a better understanding during the interview. 
 
Top management support 
Do you deem the support and commitment of top 
management critical for the success of the ERP 
project? Why? 
 

In order to answer RQ1 about validating if the 
factor is deemed as critical as identified in the 
literature 

How do you approach this factor of top 
management involvement when supporting an 
ERP project? 
 

Serves as an in-depth understanding and as 
context for RQ2/ challenges of implementation 

What is difficult about it/ which problems occur 
during the implementation regarding the support 
of top management involvement? 

In order to answer RQ2 about the challenges in 
applying CSFs 

Project management 
...  
...  
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Appendix 8.5: Interview guideline for participants representing internal stakeholders 

Before asking questions about each CSF, a description is provided to the respondent to have a common 
understanding 

 
Interview guideline for implementing organisation (customer of ERP product) 
 

Question Justification 
General questions 
What is your position in the company? For classifying the answer regarding perspectives 
Are you part of the project team? If yes, what is 
your role in it? 

For classifying the answer regarding 
perspectives/ does the respondent meet the 
criteria 

How long do you already work with ERP systems 
and their implementation? Which systems? 

To ensure that the respondent meets our 
knowledge criteria  

Would you deem the project successful? Why/ 
why not? 

To know if we deal with a success or a failure in 
order to classify the answers into a broader 
success/ failure context 

Have you heard of the term CSFs regarding ERP 
implementations? 

To facilitate the discussion about the usefulness 
of CSFs and to validate the use of CSFs 

If yes, did you apply them actively? 
Main questions  
 
The main questions will follow the same structure for every CSF as stated below for the example of 
the CSF “top management support”. Follow up questions like “how” and “why” will be used to gain 
a better understanding during the interview. 
 
Top management support 
Was the top management actively involved in the 
ERP implementation and did they support the 
project with resources? 

To serve as a basis for the following questions 

Do you deem the support and commitment of top-
level management critical for the success of the 
ERP project or not? Why? 
 

In order to answer RQ1 about validating if the 
factor is deemed as critical as identified in the 
literature 

What is difficult about it/ which problems 
occurred during the implementation regarding the 
support of top management involvement? 

In order to answer RQ2 about the challenges in 
applying CSFs 

Project management 
...  
...  
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Appendix 8.6: Exemplary letter of consent, given to and signed by participants 

 
  

Consent for participation in a research interview 

Research Project: Critical success factors and challenges of ERP implementations 

I agree to participate in a research project within the master thesis research project about “Critical 
success factors and challenges of ERP implementations” from Kathrin Janshen and Jozef van 
Montfort from Jönköping University, Sweden. The purpose of this document is to specify the terms 
if my participation in the project through being interviewed. 

1. I have been given sufficient information about this research project. The purpose of my 
participation as an interviewee in this project has been explained to me and is clear. 
 

2. My participation as an interviewee in this project is voluntary. There is no explicit or 
implicit coercion whatsoever to participate. 
 

3. Participation involves being interviewed by the students Kathrin Janshen or Jozef van 
Montfort from Jönköping University. The interview will last approximately 60 minutes. I 
allow the researcher(s) to take written notes during the interview. I also may allow the 
recording (by audio) of the interview. It is clear to me that in case I do not want the interview 
to be taped I am at any point of time fully entitled to withdraw from participation. 
 

4. I have the right to not answer any of the questions. If I feel uncomfortable in any way during 
the interview session, I have the right to withdraw from the interview. 
 

5. I have been given the explicit guarantees that, if I wish so, the researcher will not identify 
me by name of function in any reports using information obtained from this interview, and 
that my confidentiality as a participant in this study will remain secure. 
 

6. I have read and understood the points and statements of this form. I have had all my 
questions answered to my satisfaction, and I voluntarily agree to participate in this study. 
 

7. I have been given a copy of this consent form co-signed by the interviewer. 

 

____________________________      __________________ 

Participant’s Signature     Date 

 

 

____________________________       __________________ 

Researcher’s Signature (Kathrin Janshen)  Date 
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Appendix 8.7: Exemplary abstract of content analysis based on data from internal stakeholders 

 
  

CSF Codes Summary Challenge

"As mentioned before, if users are trained on something that proves to be 
wrong, this creates uncertainty for the end-users." 

Do not show something to end-users 
that is unfinished or wrong, this creates 
uncertainty and mistrust towards the 
system Uncertainty

"The company culture is open for the new system and the change that is 
coming with it since end-users have problems with the current system and are 
looking forward to a better one. The legacy system seems obsolete and 
through further growth of the company, the current system is functioning 
even worse. End-users who work with the legacy system and its problems on a 
daily basis are therefore looking forward to something better. Especially team-
leaders who know what the new system has to offer and which benefits go 
along with it, are very open for the new ERP system." 

Company culture open for change due 
to a poorly functioning legacy system

"However, it has to be made clear to end-user that this improvement that is 
expected to come with the ERP system does not happen overnight and takes 
time. The communication might have been somewhat unclear to the end-user 
though" 

It has to be communicated that the 
implementation takes time Uncertainty

"Furthermore, together with the implementation of the ERP system, 
optimization and standardization is expected. This creates some kind of fear 
regarding job existence and change of roles and responsibilities. Hence, it is 
deemed important to communicate that there will be a change also regarding 
roles and responsibilities but that this creates new opportunities for the 
employees with new job challenges." 

The change of roles and 
responsibilities needs to be 
communicated. There can be fear of 
losing the current job position. 
However, it creates new opportunities 
and challenges

Uncertainty/ 
Resistance to 
change

"Change management is not critical during the implementation phase. It can 
be focused on later. However, questions of end-users should always be 
answered properly in a pro-active way" Not critical for implementation

"Change management, active user involvement and promotion of the ERP 
system  important in the post-implementation process to make sure the 
performance of the company is improved by accepting the ERP system and 
using it efficiently" 

Rather important for post 
implementation 

"No active change management taken place during the implementation phase" No active change management

"The culture of the company is rather open to change. However, there are 
always people who are resistant to change. Some employees do not know how 
bad the current system actually  is and how much better it could be with the 
new one."

Fear of change; not knowing the 
benefits of the new

Resistance to 
change

"Since the legacy system was not good, employees were deemed mainly open 
to the new system since it could just be better than the former system." 

Open to change due to bad legacy 
system

"Often, decisions are made by top management and users are rather just 
informed about the decision and changes that follow and they are expected to 
accept it. The team leaders inform the end users in more detail afterwards. " 

Top-down approach regarding 
decisions

"Especially the fact that the company needs to keep on doing business while a 
new system is implemented is a main challenge. Due to the business that 
needs to keep running and other daily business challenges make it hard to 
keep the ERP project the priority project no 1 for several years. This is just 
not possible in practice and is something completely different and easier if 
the ERP system is implemented from scratch with the founding of the 
company. Implementing a new ERP system while running a business is like 
“running around the lake while performing a heart surgery” 

Daily business makes it hard to keep 
the project high priority Daily business 

“We had some training and we informed employees. We informed that during 
this summer holiday we will do an upgrade and when you come back, it will 
look differently. Don't be afraid and please ask if things are unclear.” Informed employees about new system

“There were monthly meeting that gave employees the change to ask question 
and report problems.” Meetings to report problems

“We updated the system 2 years ago and there you got the resistance. 
Employees don't feel comfortable using it, even I didn't.” 

Even with updates and new modules, 
there is still user resistance User resistance

“Besides, the system didn’t had the functionalities that was promised it had. 
So there was a lot of user-resistance. Departments ignored the board of 
directors and still used their old system ‘illegally’. 

Poor functionalities led to user 
resistance and workarounds User resistance 

"There were technical problems with the system and there were high 
operational cost associated with it. Departments didn’t know where to get the 
money from." 

Lack of budget for training and 
licenses 

Lack of 
resources
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Appendix 8.8: Adapted framework of challenges based on analysed content 

 

TOE Perspective Challenge subcategory Challenge main category
Internal Lack of clear concept presentation
Internal Communication gap
External Consultancies are brought in too late 
External Language barriers 
External Ignore advise consultants 
Internal Different interests
External Contra dictionary views of involved stakeholders
External Lack of technical knowledge 
External Dependency on the consultant 
Internal Lack of pre-analysis Lack of pre-analysis
Internal Lack of technical support
Internal Lack of desired support and skills
Internal Lack of internal responsibility Responsibility issues
Internal Communicating top-priority
Internal Lack of control
External Top-down approach
External Many consultants involved
External Internal team communication
External Different jargon and language
External Lack of actions and consequences
External No clear communication of change 
Internal No clear communication of benefits
Internal Language barriers
Internal Use of different tools
Internal Misunderstandings
External Underestimating the impact of change 
External No change management skills in-house 
Internal unclear responsibilities
Internal Unclear project plan
Internal Lack of milestones
Internal Lack of detailed measuring
External Difficult to measure
Internal Lack of pre-analysis Lack of pre-analysis
Internal Lack of resources
Internal Lack of resources
Internal Lack of resources
Internal Lack of resources
External Underestimation of time and resources
External Not enough time devoted on project by employees
External Required time
External Underestimation/lack of time and money 
External Internal training 
External Time and money restrictions 
Internal Project complexity
External Project scope
External User-resistance 
Internal Lack of interest
Internal User resistance
Internal Uncertainty
Internal Resistance to change
External Passive employees
External User-resistance 
External misunderstanding of responsibilities
External Miscommunication about responsibilities 
Internal Daily business
Internal Unexpected occurences
Internal Change of team members
External Ongoing changes during ERP project
Internal Unskilled leadership Unskilled leadership
External Bad data quality in new system Data accuracy
Internal Lack of requirement analysis Lack of pre-analysis
External Time pressure Lack of resources
External Importance of testing is underestimated Lack of testing
Internal High level of system customisation
Internal No system customisation
External Unnecessary customization 
External “Special” companies  
External Too many functionalities in the ERP system 
Internal Incompatibility
External Software does not match the business 
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Lack of change management

Communication & cooperation gap

Different perspectives

Knowledge gap

Lack of support

Communication & cooperation gap

Level of customisation

Unclear project plan

Lack of resources

Scope and complexity

Resistance to change

Responsibility issues

Changing requirements


